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ODDS and ENDS 
The boys in one fraternity hous 
are worrying their poor maid to 
death. They keep accusing her of 
having that horrible, unmention-
able disease . . . the Conscientious 
Scruples. Each in his turn, pre 
tending to secretly sympathize witl 
her ailment, sidles up to her and 
whispers covertly; "Isabelle, I un 
derstand you've got those Con 
scientious Scruples. Hope you get 
better soon." Isabelle's protesta-
tions of being entirely uncontamin. 
ated, bring her little more comfort 
than an understanding leer or know-
ing wink. She is slowly going mad. 
One of those sudden whirlwinds 
that strikes suddenly in the night 
during monsoon season, made 
appearance her last week-end. The 
Cat and the Fox were overturned, 
several targets were found missing 
from the archery range and an Aus-
tin appeared mysteriously on the 
Beanery porch. To top it all off, 
the chains at the Horseshoe en-
trances were placed up very early 
Saturday night, and all the lads 
and lasses had to walk an extra 
hundred yards. These are cruel, 
hard times. 
Next to the young man who 
quietly appeared on the third floor 
of Cloverleaf, late one night several 
years ago, clad in a powder blue 
chemise, arid close behind the un-
named hero, who dropped a fish 
down the Phi Delt chimney two 
years back, we like best the legend 
of that dauntless Dick Daring of 
yesteryear, who jilted in love. 
flunking in the Art Survey and sus-
pended from the "II" team, went 
up on the second floor of a build-
ing here, to hang or otherwise 
maim himself permanently. He got 
out on the roof, fastened one end 
of his rope to a post and the other 
about his neck, the best of hang-
man tradition. Just as he stood 
teetering on the edge of the roof 
a crowd of people came tering 
up, waving and yelling frantically 
in an effort to distract him. But 
they were too late. Waving a 
jaunty goodbye, he plunged off 
the roof . . . straight into Number 
One position on the All-Time Anti-
climax Department team. In his 
haste he had neglected to suffici-
ently shorten the rope and he 
plunged harmlessly earthward, 
buried his nose in some foliage and 
came up unhurt, with the rope 
trailing out behind him like the 
tail of a kite, and we hope, a re-
solve to use Flit next time. 
One of those story book inci-
dents happened to us Sunday while 
driving around the wilder parts of 
Merrit Island, which we hereby re-
commend as a mecca to all fugi-
tives from justice, K. A.'s, and 
sufferers from claustrophobia. We 
were apparently about 12 miles 
from nowwhere, trying hard to get 
somewhere via a one-lane macadam 
road. For miles we had seen noth-
ing but deserted houses, straggly 
orange goves and glimpses of the 
river. Suddenly we shot past a 
wide, well-landscaped avenue, lined 
with royal palms and bordered by a 
thirty-foot high row of pines and 
bamboos. 
Thinking we had hit the main 
line, we turned off and after driv-
ing for about a mile along this 
road, we came suddenly to a large 
sign, bearing the inscription, "Casa 
del Sol"—Do not enter." However, 
our curiousity was aroused so we 
resolved to push on, armed only 
i tire iron and sharp teeth, 
to our last scrap of hard-
So, exhorting our faithful 
J to new labors, we trekked on 
'it'wn the mysterious avenue and 
suddenly landed plunk in the middle 
of a large estate, which boasted, 
among other things, a fabulous 
hacienda, velvety lawns, a sizable 
atrificial lake, several lovely gar-
dens and a large barking dog, 
equipped with teeth at the business 
end. 
This last item quenched our curi-
ousity considerably and we turned 
about and made a hasty exit with-
out further ado. W< 
say there were no seaplanes 
submarines on the lake and as 
as we could see, the hacienda ch 
neys were not camaflouged 
But it's still a pretty impressive 
mystery to us. Why would anyone 
build a place like that, at least fif-
teen miles from the nearest town 
on practically a desert island ? 
President Holt Announces 
Three Million Dollar Drive 
Film Series Drive 
Will End Feb. 26; 
175 Must Subscribe 
New Program Boasts Fine 
Group of Excellent Movies 
The membership drive for the 
second film series being sponsored 
by the Rollins Key Society and 
Theta Alpha Phi will continue un-
til Wednesday, February 26. If 
the required 175 subscribers are 
not obtained by that time, the pro-
ject series will have to be aban-
doned. 
A subscription to the series of 
eight films costs only $2.00. There 
arc no single admissions sold and 
no one is admitted without a card. 
There were some students who ap-
parently did not understand this 
when the last films were shown 
and consequently missed those pic-
tures they wanted to see. Sub-
scriptions can be obtained in Pine-
hurst, on the Beanery porch at 
noon, or by calling Jack Buckwalter 
at the K. A. House, phone 145. 
These films have been carefully 
selected as excellent entertainment. 
The stars and directors of the films 
resemble a Who's Who of the 
Screen. They include the follow-
ing: Lon Chaney in his famous por-
trayal of an old woman in the crime 
melodrama, The Unholy Three: 
Douglas Fairbanks and Anna May 
Wong in The Thief of Bagdad. 
(Continued on paere 5) 
Orange County Campaign for 
$200,000 Starts Feb. 24 
A campaign in Orange County. 
Fla., which includes Orlando and 
Winter Park, to raise a $200,000 
Student Aid Fund for Rollins • 
lege was announced publicly Sat-
urday by Dr. Hamilton Holt, pi 
dent of Rollins. He explained that 
it was the first step in a large pro-
gram to raise $3,000,000 for en-
dowment, new buildings a n d 
scholarships, 
The local campaign will be con-
ducted in the two weeks beginning 
February 24. Of the $200,0)00 
fund, $135,000 will be used for 
scholarships and student aid in the 
next two or more years, and $65,-
000 to build a Student Recreation 
Center on the campus. The Rollins 
endowment fund now amounts to 
only $1,000,000, and as part of the 
long-term Rollins program it is 
expected that this will be increased 
to $2,500,000 so that the income 
from the increased fund will cover 
scholarship needs. 
The following statement received 
from Cordell Hull, Secretary of 
State, was given out by President 
Holt: 
"No more important problen 
confronts America today than thi 
preservation of our democratic so 
ciety. Challenged are our concept: 
of freedom and liberty by doctrines 
of violence and tyranny. Now, 
more than ever, the liberal arts col-
lege can render a most useful ser 
vice to the nation by developing _ 
renewed understanding of the prob-
lems of democratic processes. At 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Pianist Hofmann 
In Recital Here 
Sunday Evening 
Annie Russell Series to Pre-
sent Famous Artist 
Beal-Maltbie Shell House 
To be Dedicated Feb. 22 
Work Almost Complete on 
Classifying of Collection 
The last load of a literally count-
less number of shells was moved 
into the Beal-Maltbie Shell House 
Monday in preparation for the dedi-
cation of that edifice on Saturday, 
February 22. Every shell in the 
collection, one of the finest in the 
world, was hand-packed carefully 
by H. E. Wheeler, of Birmingham, 
who is now supervising their ar-
rangement in the museum. 
Dr. Beal picked up the first shell 
of this collection along the shore of 
Key West fifty-three years ago this 
month. Now, after a life-time's ef-
fort, he has a collection which con-
tains, with one exception, every 
kind of shell that is on exhibition 
in the American Museum of Na-
tural History in New York. In-
cluded are some of the greatest 
rarities and most beautiful shells in 
the world. Only two or three mu-
seums in the country have shell 
exhibitions which can equal this one 
which Dr. Beal has given to Rollins, 
and they are all in the North. 
Brought over from Merritt Island 
in the last load Monday were two 
half shells of the giant clam, each 
half shell weighing approximately 
three hundred pounds, and taking 
(Continued on page 2) 
Organist of Mormon 
Tabernacle Here in 
Vespers Recital 
Herman F. Siewart, organist of 
the Knowles Memorial Chapel, will 
present in recital Dr. Frank Aspe 
organist of the Mormon Tabernacle 
in Salt Lake City, Utah. The pro 
gram will be one of the regularly 
scheduled Organ Vesper Services 
held each Wednesday evening, 
the chapel. 
Dr. Asper, well-known through-
out the United States, because o 
weekly radio appearances with th 
great choir of the Salt Lake City 
Tabernacle, will be assisted by M 
Ruth Howell, soprano. Dr. Asper 
and Miss Howell will present the 
following program, Wednesday, 
February 19, 1941 at 8:15 P. M.: 
ORGAN—Introduction and Trum-
pet Tune .... Greene (1695-1775) 
Choral Prelude (O Thou of God the 
Father) Bach 
At Thy Feet Bach 
Prelude and Fugue in A Minor 
__ Bach 
VOICE—Bist du Bei Mir Bach 
Komm Susser Tod Bach 
Ave Maria Schubert 
ORGAN—Intermezzo Callaerts 
(Continued on Page 5) 
Campus Turns Into Madhouse as Town and 
Gown Cooperate to Make Fiesta Gay Success 
rry to 
ie annual Fiesta is over, but 
Rollins will still be reminiscing 
• weeks to come, just as it has 
the past, for there was much to 
reminisce over. 
Marge Weber is mightly happy 
that she and Mother Nature got 
together to produce such an un-
lsually fine day. Last year it was 
jlightly dampish on Fiesta Day, 
to put it mildly, and every bit of 
the Fiesta was jammed into Reel 
Hall. This year, however, it was 
campus-wide affair. 
Starting off with the parade, 
the college showed its willing spirit. 
After wandering around campus 
with her nose obscured by bandages, 
Terry Dean cleared the mystery by 
appearing in her wfell-bandaged 
car. Car and Terry were supposed 
to have been in an accident; sort of 
a repeat performance of last term's 
fun. There was little doubt in 
anyone's mind about which sorority 
Ellie Wynne was rooting for with 
that blatant KKG on the door. The 
owners of the K. A. Rose added a 
few touches here and there, al-
though they must have had a little 
difficulty finding some unaccount-
ered space. The X Club turned 
out in great style with their wagon 
full of hay. Other methods of "get-
ting there and back" were horses 
and motorcycles. 
Classes suffered the next day as 
a result of the parade and the 
Fiesta in general. Lolly Phillips 
stumbled in and out of chemistry 
class gasping rather incoherently, 
"I rode that horse for three whole 
hours!" Ann Ballinger stood it up 
until noon, when she tumbled into 
bed and wasn't heard from for 
several hours. Her last words were 
"—exhibition tennis three hours." 
Madhouse of the day and night 
was the Midway, where customers 
lost money and concessioners lost 
voices. Normally reticent co-eds 
cut loose and amazed patrons, as 
well as themselves, with their rau-
cous barking, quieting down only 
when they had roped in a trustful 
(Continued on page 5) 
Josef Hofmann, "The greatest 
pianist of our time" as critics 
everywhere call him, will be pres-
ented here in concert on Sunday 
evening, February 23, at 8:15 in 
the high school auditorium, as an 
event of Founder's Week at Rollins 
College. The appearance of the re-
nouned pianist here has been ar-
ranged by the Annie Russell Series, 
which is sponsoring the concert. 
Critics and audiences throughout 
the world are hailing Hofmann as 
at the top of hrsrUent, as a greater 
pianist than ever, as an artist who 
performs each year the astonishing 
feat of surpassing himself. "The 
transcendant pianist," the New 
York Times recently called him, 
and the New York Post when writ-
ing of a performance last June of 
"That incomparable artist" added 
that the audience "behaved as the 
public usually does at a Hofmann 
concert." 
The name of Josef Hofmann 
spans the present, linking the 
world of yesterday with the world 
of tomorrow's immortals. On Nov-
ember 19, 1887, as a boy of ten, 
he made his first public appearance 
in America in a concert at the 
Metropolitan Opera House; on Nov-
ember 28, 1937, as a man of sixty, 
he played his Golden Jubilee con-
cert to a packed house in that same 
auditorium. Fifty years — in which 
time the name of Josef Hofmann 
has become one of the most acclaim-
ed of world-famous men. 
Tickets for the concert, which 
are expected to be at a premium 
before the date of the concert, will 
go on sale at the box office of the 
Annie Russell Theatre on Friday, 
February 2-, from 4-6 p. m. The 
box office will also be open before 
and after the presentation of the 
Animated Magazine. 
Founders' Week Program to 
Open With Vespers Tonight; 
Holland Speaks Here Sunday 
Vendors Banned at 
Animated Magazine 
Because of the overwhelming 
number of requests we have had 
to allow sales of magazines, 
books, various publications, bro-
chures, soft drinks, et cetera, at 
the Animated Magazine, the Col-
lege has reluctantly been forced 
to take the position that no sales 
of any nature by any solicitors 
can be made on the College pro-
perty during the afternoon of 
the Animated Magazine, Sunday, 
February 23, which means the 
entire time the crowd is assem-
bling, — the Animated Magazine 
is proceeding — and while the 
crowd is dispersing. 
This ruling is made necessary 
because all of the speakers con-
tribute their services voluntarily 
and unless the College be accused 
of favoritism in granting con-
cessions- and. permissions,., it 
would soon resemble a County 
Fair which would create a very 
bad impression for Rollins and 
Winter Park on the part of thou-
sands of visitors, who come from 
distant places to hear distin-
guished people speak. 
Hamilton Holt 
concert here at 
"First Lady" Will be Viewed 
By Author Katherine Dayton 
Green Reports Fiesta 
Profits At Around 
One Thousand Dollars 
Although the cashier's office was 
very secretive about the financial 
side of the recent Gypsy Fiesta, 
Miss Green, Fiesta chairman, 
stated that while all reports are 
not in yet, the Fiesta's profit was 
approximately a thousand dollars. 
The X Club won. the five dollar 
prize for turning in the most money 
from a single concession; gambling 
blood evidently runs strong in Win-
ter Park. 
The three prizes for the parade 
were won by Sigma Nu, for the 
largest number participating; X 
Club, for the most originality (re-
member the privvy?); and K. A. 
for beauty (believe it or not). 
Judges were Miss Weber, Dean 
Anderson, and Dean Enyart. 
In the raffles, fifty dollars were 
taken in on the doll, which was 
won by Maude Trismen of the very 
younger set of Winter Park. Dr. 
Mathers won the tiny black puppy 
raffled off by the K. A.'s. 
Dr. Holt to Present Play-
wright Between Acts 
Saturday 
Katherine Dayton, co-author with 
George S. Kaufman of the satiric 
comedy "First Lady", will become 
the first author ever to view her 
own hit play in production at Rol-
lins this Saturday night. She will 
be present at the last of three per-
formances of the play in President 
Holt's box, at the Annie Russell 
Theatre. 
Here at Rollins to take part in 
the Animated Magazine the next 
afternoon, Miss Dayton will be in-
troduced to the last night audience 
by Dr. Holt between acts. 
"First Lady" is a satire of the 
highest rank, concerning the fables 
and foibles of the "Women of 
Washington", whom it would ap-
pear have a greater hand in run-
ning the nation than is usually 
supposed — a greater part even 
than their, husbands, who are elect-
ed to do that job. The struggle 
between the two leading women of 
Washington — Lucy Wayne and 
Irene Hibbard — for domination of 
the scene, and for the power to 
put their men in the positions of 
power is the theme of the play. 
The means which they employ to 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Animated Magazine Features 
Florida's Governor, Arch-
duke Otto, Writers 
Granberry to Be Guest 
of Honor at Luncheon 
New Beal-Maltbie Museum to 
Be Dedicated 
| The Founders' Week celebration 
| at Rollins College, which will reach 
j a climax on Sunday afternoon, Feb-
ruary 23, with the presentation of 
the 14th annual Animated Maga-
j zine, will begin on Wednesday, Feb-
I ruary 19, when a full week's pro-
1 gram will be launched, according 
| to plans revealed yesterday. 
I Headliners for the new issue 
of the Animated Magazine will 
include many notable authorities in 
the field of letters and public af-
fairs who will appear in person to 
(read their manuscripts. Listed 
[ among the "contributors" are Gov-
e rno r Spessard L. Holland; Mau-
rice Maeterlinck, the "Belgian 
Shakespeare" and author of the 
classic story "The Bluebird; Arch-
duke Otto of Austria; Osa Johnson, 
the explorer and author; Anne O'-
Hare McCormick, New York Times 
commentator; Faith Baldwin, Rex 
Beach, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, 
and Frank Case, Maude Howe El-
liott, Joseph Lincoln,authors;Kath-
erine Dayton, the author and play-
wright; "Col. Cloudburst", humor-
ous columnist of the Orlando Morn-
ing Sentinel; and a representative 
from the Seminole India tribe whose 
remarks will be translated by Stan-
ley Hansen, assistant United States 
Commissioner of the Seminoles. 
The Animated Magazine will be 
presented out-of-doors on the cam-
pus, with President Hamilton Holt 
in his customary role as "editor". 
Dr. Edwin O. Grover, vice-president 
of Rollins, will also be serving his 
14th year as the official "pub-
lisher." 
The Founders' Week program will 
officially open on Wednesday eve-
ning, February 19, with a special 
organ vespers in the Knowles Mem-
orial Chapel presenting as guest 
soloists, Dr. Frank W. Asper, fam-
(Continued on Page 5) 
Camelia Paitings By 
Mrs. Millar Wilson 
on Display at Studio 
By Robert Burns 
An extensive series of camelia 
paintings by Mrs. Millar Wilson, 
of Jacksonville, is currently on dis-
play in the gallery of the Art 
Studio. These works, scrupulously 
drawn from over 100 varieties of 
the camelia, are not only literal 
records but present the scientific 
fact with fresh and delightful pic-
torial flair. The rendering is con-
trolled, the mise-en-page and con-
tours striking in their total effect; 
there is a lilting in terplay of 
movements and varied scale. 
Also included in the exhibit are 
300 studies of North Florida plant 
life. Together with the camelia 
series, this important folio of or-
iginals is to be bound in two vol-
umes and given to the Rollins 
Library. 
— Mrs. Wilson has long been a 
friend and benefactor of this col-
lege, and recently give to Rollins 
the 100-acre John F. Rollins Bird 
and Plant Sanctuary, on Fort 
George Island. 
Donald-the-Mad Murphy Brings Alter-Ego 
To Cat and Fox Initiation; Wolves Show up 
By Jess Gregg 
By some devious device, Miss 
Jane' Russell, perennial president 
of the Cats, was catapulted from 
Rollins with a diploma in her hand 
last term, and so was unable to 
participate in last week's initiation 
of the new Cats and Foxes. Miss 
Russell, a Cat in Sheep's skin, 
was green with envy. 
Present and purring were Tab-
bies Larson, Jones, Sholley, Cleve-
land, (newly installed) and that 
cat of another color, Glad Evoy. 
The Little Foxes were Darling, 
Kelly, Rodda, McFall, Hoovers, 
Holt, Murphy, and your commenta 
Mr. Murphy brought along his 
alter-ego, a large and unusually 
plain alley cat, to substitute for 
two certain Kappa Kats who were 
embracing Morpheus with a singu-
larly repugant determination. Mor-
pheus, I might add, is merely a 
figure of speech, but as the girls 
will attest — what a figure! 
Now your reporter is allergic 
to feathers, Doris Cole's cud chew-
ing, but most of all, alley cats, 
so you can understand our anxiety 
to persuade Heathcliff Murphy to 
abandon this meowing flea-circus. 
Faithful Mr. M. however, was 
adamant — with him it was a case 
of Love me, love my pussy. 
It was with difficulty that we 
located Joe Fribley and Bill Millner, 
the first of the two new Foxes, 
hearing us coming, Mr. Millner had 
disguised himself as a G String — 
the kind a fiddle wears — Bill is 
so musical, you know. Mr. Fribley's 
disguise was more complete, more 
incideous. He merely smiled, and 
not a soul recognized him. He was 
discovered when Miss Sholley, 
thinking that brilliant smile was 
an electric lamp, attempted to turn 
him off; her hands were slapped 
good and proper. 
After these two were duly in-
stalled, the Cats and Foxes single-
filed over to fetch Bob Whiston 
and Eddie Alloo — who, alas, had 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Dr. John R. Mott 
And Archduke Otto 
Chapel Speakers 
Founders* W e e k B r i n g s T w o 
Dis t ingu i shed N o t a b l e s 
Spiritually and academically 
speaking, we find the Founder's 
Week Celebration bringing to the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel, two of 
the year's most inspiring serives. 
Sunday, February 23, 9:45 A. M., 
Dr. John R. Mott will speak to the 
congregation on "Leadership for 
this Momentous Time." Dr. Mott, 
active worker, to say the least, in 
the Y. M. C. A. and student Christ-
ain movements, is the author of 
many books, pamphlets, and ar-
ticles dealing with Christainity and 
youth, and holder of the Distin-
guisahed Service Medal, Frendh 
Legion of Honor, and a Phi Beta 
Kappa key. He has spoken here 
before and surely needs no intro-
duction as an interesting speaker. 
At this Founder's Week Morning 
Meditation, the Rollins Chapel 
Choir of sixty student voices will 
sing the powerful chorus, Confiteor 
unum baptisma from Bach's im-
mortal Mass in B Minor, and as a 
choral interlude, Glory be to God 
by S. Rachmaninoff, will be pre-
sented. Jack Buckwalter, and Lois 
Terry, '39, are to be the student 
reader. 
Monday morning, February 24, 
the Founder's Day Convocation will 
be held in the Chapel at 10:00 
A. M. His Imperial Royal High-
ness, Archduke Otto of Austria, 
will deliver the principal address 
(Continued on Page 2) 
R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, i_41 
CAMPUS NEWS FROM THE SORORITIES 
ALPHA PHI NEWS 
The week's news springs mostly 
from Philippa Hermann, whose vo-
cabulary has consisted wholely of 
two words "Cornell" and "George". 
Yes, Phil returned Tuesday, sleep-
ily muttering about tea dances, 
Benny Goodman, and such things. 
Whenever we could get away from 
Phil long enough to do anything 
we've kept pretty busy ourselves 
with the Gypsy Fiesta as the r 
event of the week. We all enjoyed 
the parade. Lil and Ellen wen 
among the horseback riders, whih 
Jeanie Hidrich decorated a Sigma 
Nu car. Margie and Pris cornered 
Johnny until the poor boy just gave 
up and built our whole booth. Ginny 
and Murray worked so hard selling 
candy to old ladies and innocent 
children that they haven't ben the 
same since. Genie has just been 
drifting around looking beautiful as 
usual. The confusion got to be 
too much for Mary, Janet and Anne 
so they marched off to Palm Beach 
for this week-end. 
PI PHITES 
Unusual things have come and 
gone at the residence of Pi Beta 
Phi this week. Among those coming 
were Jarry Smith from Daytona, 
to model for the Fiesta fashion 
show, Mrs. Don Bradley (Betty 
Jack) for a short visit on her way 
to Hollywood, Mrs. Warren Hume 
(Gussie Yust) to visit her family 
for a while, and Anne and Gloria 
Anthony from Beverly Hills, Calif., 
who plan to be here three weeks. 
Among those going away was 
Pat 's car at about 12:55Vi Friday 
night. Mysteriously it went; as 
mysteriously to return. In their 
nocturnal adornment, varied dam-
sels pursued the grab-and-run driv-
er. Result — negative. 
Other things leaving were Betty 
and Puss for Gainesville for the 
week-end. Results — positive. For 
the rest of us stay-at-homes, the 
results were NIL—on Sunday after 
Saturday night. 
THETA TIDBITS 
We really have something this 
week . . . memories of that very 
successful hayride. The scene 
set. Hay-wagon, mules, moonlight, 
people, and a few OTHER things 
— and right in the middle of th 
fun, a wheel broke. Twenty-odd 
people were too much for one 
gon. June and Ted Pitman, the 
usual couple of the evening, formed 
the rescue party and hiked back to 
headquarters to get the car. Nev-
ertheless, the party continued until 
the truck arrived and the hayrid' 
continued, a la motor. But a few 
questions r e m a i n unanswered 
What made McFall so playful? 
Why the great majority of Sigma 
Nus ? And where, did THAT brim-
less straw hat disappear to? 
But back to the Thetas again, 
Kay and Frank seem to be seeing 
a lot of each other. Betty and Bob 
are not only together continually, 
but they are now supplying the 
house with tangerines. 
Kay and Bob ran into a little dif-
ficulty Saturday evening, but all is 
well now. Carol seems to be enjoy-
ing the society of a few NEW boys. 
Ann and Amark are hiding out 
somewhere these days, but they 
look happy. 
As to Ginger and Nancy — well, 
the first little girl had a long dis-
tance phone call the other evening 
that still leaves us puzzled. And 
Nancy's orchids, radio, etc., are 
making us wonder just a little too. 
Patty and Peggy looked very nice 
tonight as they left the house with 
what looked like a continual blush 
their faces. Perhaps they and 
an, who was away for the week-
end, are looking forward to that 
trip to Nassau. Janet looked very 
nice too with her tan as she and 
Teddy left for the evening, look-
ing very well and happy. But what 
about the real blush on Betty L.'s 
face the other evening when some-
one dropped her a note at dinner. 
June made off for the week-end, 
her destination St. Pete, hoping 
that she could maybe cure Jack of 
that cold. Ginny? She left early 
NOW IS THE TIME 
TO GET THAT CAR 
New or Used 
WE HAVE A NICE SELECTION OF ESPECIALLY 
GOOD USED CARS 
"Best Buick Yet" 
Orange Buick Co. 
333 N. Orange Ave. Orlando 
this morning, but whether to the 
Marine Studio or not, we do not 
know as yet. Cherie, the strength 
must come from somewhere, 
really intrigues us. By the way, 
did you say your name was Lewis, 
or Lawes? Bobby is back after 
her long trip. Perhaps next time 
she won't have to travel over th 
Florida roads alone. 
CHI O' CAPERS 
This has been a simply rushing 
week, with the Fiesta and every 
thing, you know — and we're sur( 
our eager readers are just DYING 
to hear all about it. 
Valentines came along in there 
somewhere, too, on which day Pat 
and Carolyn set a record for the 
house. They had seven (7) boxes 
of candy displayed in their room. 
I t is nice to have something to fall 
back on in case of emergency. We 
can always raffle it off! 
As for the Fiesta, all who visited 
our booths saw four palmists, et 
cetera, grinding out assorted fu-
tures at prices from 15 to 50 cents. 
Little Jo was much in evidence, 
keeping customers in line and 
drumming up business beautifully. 
She should have been a circus 
barker! 
Away for the week-end — Wat-
3, who went to Fort Myers to stay 
th her parents. Bebe went home 
to St. Pete — and that's positively 
the last time we'll say THAT! From 
iw on it's only to be considered 
lews" when Bebe does NOT go 
The rest of us turned sun-wors-
hipers — some here, some not. Car-
olyn, Krusie, Paul, Bow, whipped 
• to the beach. In the patio, 
Marge got a nice tan on her cheeks, 
and Hall on her — well, you know 
ese midriff bathing suits! 
Just off and on: 
Don't ask Dot if she went to the 
races! 
A scoop on Marion Russ — it 
took us four months to track it 
down. Sh-h-h-h — she's been read-
ing Anthony Adverse! 
Sorry we can't tell you about the 
Brooksies, Jane, and Gloria this 
time. We forgot to ask them 
"What's news?" 
We hear Betty Ann Hubbard is 
running around with a lieutenant. 
Well, Well! 
Generally speaking, we concede 
that there probably are "pros" as 
well as "cons" in regard to Dutch 
dating. But when it's ALL up to 
the girl, that's a little too much, 
isn't it Margo? 
DOINGS OF THE KAPPAS 
By Incognito 
This week at the Kappa House 
has brought us a lot to talk about, 
most of it good. The headline item 
of the week is in red letters, and 
tells how our own B Little calmly 
and without fanfare, won ths 
Women's Mid-Florida Golf Champ 
ionship at Orlando Country Club 
on Saturday, and added her 
on the magnificent silver trophy 
to those of two other Kappas 
Shirley Ann Johnson and Patty 
Berg, winners in '39 and '40; 
spectively. OUR pride is, of course, 
unconcealed, but life for the hero 
ine goes on just about as usual. 
Another of the ranks has joined 
the cheering section for the Sigma 
Nu's, and is being congratulated 
as the wearer of a pin — this time 
it's Betty Scott's which, added to 
last week's surprise by Eleanor, 
makes a fairly good record for two 
weeks. Who'll be next? 
Among our most happily 
bered evenings, as we look one day 
in the far distant future, to college, 
will be the fun we of the Kappas 
had on Friday night with the Phi 
Delts — even now, days later, 
we're still talking about it, and al-
ready look forward to another such 
• Beal-Maltbie Shell • Dr. John Mott 
(Continued from page 1) 
three men to move them off the 
truck. Going to the opposite ex-
les of magnitude are represen-
tatives of the smallest species of 
shell in the world, no larger than a 
pin-head. There are shells from 
which the Chinese used to make 
glass. There are also shells which 
ished the royal purple dye used 
by the great emperors of the early 
eastern Mediterranean empire. 
There are enough oddities to supply 
Robert Ripley with material for 
days, but in addition there are some 
beautiful creations, and many shells 
of great scientific interest. 
The dedication of the building 
will be part of the regular Found-
ers' Week ceremonies. 
ROLLINS PRESS STORE 
GAMES . GIFTS 
STATIONERY 
(Continued from Page 1) 
of the morning, his subject being 
"Christianity and War." Honorary 
degrees will be awarded to various 
distinguished men and women. The 
names of the recipients however, 
are not made public until that 
time. 
The Chapel Choir will sing Ed-
ward Elgar's appropriate, Chal-
lenge of Thor. 
The Academic Procession will 
form in front of Carnegie Hall 
at 9:30. The doors of the Chapel 
will be open at 9:15 A. M., and re-
served seats will not be held later 
than 9:50 A. M. 
"I'm simply worn out trying to 
get into this tight costume." 
"Gee, you don't look all in." 
"Heavens! Where ? " 
For Good Photo Finishing 
Go to Studio of 
L E O N A. P A G E 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park 
While Attending the 
ANIMATED MAGAZINE 
Leave your car with us 
John Giantonio, Campus Agent 
College Garage 
Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co. 
Incorporated 
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION 
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered 
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr. 69 W. Concord Ave. 
Phone 5861 Orlando 
get-together. And unless we're 
very much mistaken, our brother 
members enjoyed it too — at any 
rate, they certainly put Cholly 
Knickerbocker and Elsa Maxwell 
to shame as entertainers. 
For the sake of the cause, the 
Kappas worked like little beavers 
on Thursday, and could still say, 
through the grease and grime of 
the Fiesta's work, that it was worth 
the trouble. 
And finally, under our own obitu-
ary, comes the news of Sandy's de-
parture. Having gone the way of 
all career women, she took the 
fatal step yesterday, and left a 
gap, wide and deep, in the night-
ly performance of the three-ring 
circus on the third floor. Now 
we're counting the days till < 
mencement, when Sandy will be 
back, this time to be a spectato: 
What was it Shakespeare said about 
parting? Anyway, he was wrong 
and saying goodbye wasn't sweet. 
This ends the news for this time, 
the column must go on, and will if 
the activities of next week leave 
a healthy member. 
Knickerbocker Advocates 
Ail-Out Aid to British 
• Donald-the-Mad 
(Continued from Page 1) 
• "First Lady" 
(Continued from page 1) 
those ends provide the vehicle for 
that biting comedy at which Miss 
Dayton and Mr. Kaufman so excel. 
Under the hand of Donald S. 
Allen, co-director of the Rollins 
Student Players, the group head-
lined by Patricia Pritchard, Char-
lotte Stout, and Gordon Laughead 
the leading roles, is working at 
furious pace. The cast, in order 
of appearance is as follows: 
Sophy Prescott, Frances Perrot-
tet; Second Butler, Folke Sellman; 
Charles, First Butler, William 
Chick; Emmy Page, Jenelle Wilhite; 
Lucy Wayne, Patricia Pritchard; 
Stephen Wayne, Gordon Laughead; 
Belle Hardwick, Grace Raymond; 
. Ives, Natalie Rubin; Ann For-
rester, Doris Cohen; Congressman's 
Wife, Katherine Colnon; Her 
Friend, Priscilla Parker; A Guest, 
anuel Ehrlich; A General, Ralph 
Harrington; Mrs. Creevy, Janet 
Jones; Mrs. Davenport, Phillipa 
man; Senator Keane, Dick Wes-
Tom Hardwick, Frank Bowes; 
e Hibbard, Charlotte Stout; 
Bleecker, Folke Sellmap; Carter 
Hibbard, Joe Knowles; Judge Ma-
Dean Waddell; Ellsworth T. 
Ganning, Alden Manchester; Jason 
Fleming, Jack Campbell; Herbert 
Sedgwick, Eddie Waite. 
The play will be presented Thurs-
.y, Friday and Saturday evenings 
at 8:15, in the Annie Russell Thea-
tre. Tickets are now on sale at 
the Theatre box-office from 4 to 6, 
y afternoon. 
NOTICE 
There will be a supper meeting 
of the International Relations Club 
t 6:30 P. M. Thursday in the 
Kappa House. 
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bolted, leaving their jailer, Dick 
Rodda, bound and gagged. Dick 
was near unconcious, as the gag 
used was the one about That Lady 
I Seen You With Last Night. Miss 
Jones revived Dick by drenching 
him with a glass of water, the X 
Club keeps around out of sheer 
whimsy. 
Bob Whiston and Eddie Alloo 
were found by a simple method. 
Miss Evoy merely asked, "Where 
would you go if you were a scotch 
and soda?" We put two and two 
together, and it equaled Harper's. 
The New Foxes were promptly 
yielded up. 
Tramping over to Cloverleaf on 
Dean Cleveland's heels, we discov-
ered the terrors of smoking thru 
a cloth mask. It 's a trick you 
might t ry sometime when you 
haven't enough nerve to shoot your-
self. 
Quicker than you can say Ger-
trude Musselwhite, the purring 
and barking Order had invaded 
Cloverleaf and dragged screaming 
from their lairs, Miss Barbara 
Brown, Miss Puss Ryan, Miss Sue 
Turner and Miss Eleanor Wynn 
The latter did not have on a speck 
of make-up and looked unusually 
well. (We are not being catty. 
Cattiness is a certain viciousness 
in other people. With us, its mere-
ly being observant.) 
It took the new initiates no time 
at all to discover that while Mel-
anie Murphy's compatriot, the alley 
cat, was present, there was nothing 
to represnt the Fox. 
I'll go get my Fox Stole," sug-
gested Miss Wynn. 
"Why?" Demanded Miss Larson 
blandly. "We already have enough 
to represent the Cat without your 
furs, my dear." 
Here the evening really began, 
but of course, that can not be dis-
closed. Only this may we say. 
After everything was over, some 
of the new Foxes got into the dog 
house for howling outside the Cat 
house. 
"Foxes, nothing," says Mrs. 
Willie, polishing up her machine 
gun. "Them was Wolves." 
• President Holt 
(Continued from Page 1) 
institution such as Rollins College, 
with its unique methods of study-
ing in conference and "individuali-
zation in education", is emphasiz-
ing the essential ideals of investi-
gation and inquiry. I t is trying to 
train men and women to reason, to 
visualize, and to be sympathetic 
as democracy adjusts itself to 
changing social and economic cir-
cumstances. I t is helping them to 
remember the responsibilities of 
freedom and the need for faith in 
the fundamental principles of de-
mocracy. All of this is vital if 
the United States is to continue 
to champion ideals of liberty and 
international peace." 
Many winter residents of Central 
Florida have joined the committees 
backing the ?200,000 Orange Coun-
ty Student Aid Fund. Among the 
sponsors are General Avery D. 
Andrews, Irving Bacheller, John 
Palmer Gavit, Louise Homer, Sid-
ney Homer, Dr. John R. Mott, Al-
bert Shaw, Mrs. Henry Alvah 
Strong, Dr. Fielding Lewis Taylor, 
and Mrs. George E. Warren. The 
latter is donor of the Knowles Mem-
orial Chapel at Rollins College. 
"Well, Rastus, I hear you got cut 
l the fracas last night." 
"Naw, suh boss 
i cut some." 
Speaker Found Rude But 
Worth Hearing at Recent 
Lecture 
By Alden Manchester 
One of the most effective and 
forceful exponents of all-out aid 
to Great Britain, addressed a Win-
ter Park audience last Friday night. 
Basing his statements on a first-
hand knowledge of the European 
scene, gained through 18 years as a 
foreign correspondent in the major 
capitals of Europe, H. R. Knicker-
bocker made an even greater hit 
than before in his second appear-
ance on the Annie Russell Series. 
This is not to unqualifiedly en-
dorse his every statement — let 
there be no mistake about that 
A great many of his most dogmatic 
utterances were on points that are 
very controversial from a purely 
factual point-of-view. His conten-
tions in regard to the possibility, 
or rather probability — of a direct 
German invasion of this country 
across the Atlantic, should Britain 
fall, were open to a great deal of 
questioning and would require 
reams of testimony by the best mili-
tary and naval experts available to 
substantiate. Nevertheless, his 
case for all aid to Britain was 
forcibly presented and considerably 
strengthened by his experience with 
his subjects at close range. • 
There is no need for a repitition 
of the arguments put forward by ' 
Mr. Knickerbocker — they are too 
well-known to the people of this 
country to need any repitition, for 
they have been voiced by every 
class of people from pauper to 
president. Mr. Knickerbocker went 
considerably further than most pro-
ponents of such aid in his fears of 
invasion of this country and of the 
inability of Britain to hold out 
without quantities of help from 
America. 
Heavily emphasized was the role 
of morale in the making or break- ; 
ing of a nation at war. The Fall 
of France was caused by the men- ' 
tal attitude of the French people ; 
— the same attitude that the 
American people are holding today. 
The state of mind that says, "We're I 
safe against invasion; we have our 
invincible Maginot Line or Atlan-
tic Ocean; we won't need to sacri- j 
fice very much to win; let us carry 
on with 'business as usual'. We can 
just sit back and wait for our 
economic superiority to win — the 
Germans can't invade us." 
Much as this department agreed i 
with Mr. Knickerbocker, we just 
as strongly dislike his attitude to-
wards his audience and particularly 
towards the student members of it. | 
Such a condescending and patron-
izing superiority would be bound to 
rankle any listener, and it wasn't 
exactly calculated to put his audi-
ence into a receptive state-of-mind. 
And picturesque as his stage man-
ner may have been, it didn't con-
form in even the remotest manner 
to any preconceived notions of such 
things. 
Despite all this, however, tbe 
strength and power of message so 
far outweighed whatever faults he 
may have exhibited, that it is our 
calculated opinion that the direc-
torate of the Annie Russell Series 
is to be loudly and vociferously 
congratulated for their good choice 
in bringing Mr. Knickerbocker to 
Winter Park. And now, having ap-
peased both critics and supporters 
in some small measure at least, we 
can go our way in relative peace, 
hoping that nothing larger than 
hand grenades will come our way 
— for the time-being, at any rate. 
"That wisecracker I was out with 
last night certainly tickled by risi-
I jest got mah biilties." 
'Well, I hope you slapped him-" 
TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP 
SALE 
On all types of dresses — Silks, Linens 
and cottons. Wonderful Values in three 
groups 
$5.00 — $7.50 — $10.00 
Angebilt Hotel Building Orlando 
THURSDAY — FRIDAY! 
'ADAM HAD FOUR SONS" —with 
WARNER BAXTER — INGRID BERGMAN 
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"VIRGINIA" 
IN TECHNICOLOR 
WALT DISNEY CARTOON — "FIRE CHIEF" 




Featuring- Johara and Margie Joy 
Juniors — Young America's choice 
for all occasions. 
136 N. Orange Avenue Orlando 
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A L O N G the 
S I D E L I N E S 
Intramural contests are one of 
the most important phases of our 
curriculum here at Rollins, part of 
the education of our men that 
should be strongly emphasized and 
as strongly governed. Not only 
do they build strong minds and 
bodies but they form a very neces-
sary form of intra-fraternity com-
petition. 
However, there is such a thing as 
carrying a good thing too far and 
that has been reached here. This 
is not merely a personal opinion.! p a s j 
Phill ips and Tolson Lead 
Tars to Close 54-51 Win 
Phi Delts Still 
Out In Front In 
Basketball Tussle 
Club and Lambda Chi 
Tied for Second Place 
Men from each and every house 
this campus have been consulted on 
the matter. They all agree that 
something should be done about the 
over-emphasis of the intramural 
schedule. 
As this schedule now stands an 
athlete is often compelled to play 
an intramural golf match, practice 
crew, and play a basketball game 
all on the same day! 
Now in the first place, that is too 
much to ask of any person, but 
it is necessary with the present 
athletic schedule. 
In the second place, it doesn't 
allow the men to be proficient or 
even adequate in any sport, because 
so many pile up at one time. 
The question is asked, "Why 
don't the Fraternities get more men 
ou t?" The answers is that at this 
time there is varsity football prac-
tice and varsity basketball besides 
the scheduled intramural sports of 
basketball, crew, and golf. Take 
a look a t that schedule and you 
can see that it is defeating its 
own purpose! 
As examples of the last state-
ment, I point to the intramural 
crews, which are without doubt 
the worst in my four years here. 
The basketball teams are about the 
worst intramural teams, as a whole, 
that have played during this time. 
The golfing is fair but it could be 
a lot better. 
There was hardly any practice 
given to the swimming this fall, 
for all group's minds were on the 
intramural football. The track and 
field meet was a farce as basket-
ball, crew, tennis and golf were all 
coming up. The tennis tourna-
ment dragged on for ever and aday. 
"Well, you ask what should be 
done," I can only say that is 
up to those who are more ex-
pert on this line than I could ever 
hope to be, but I definitely suggest 
that the intramural program be 
changed. 
I believe one fault is that too 
many sports are included. I think 
a sport such as volleyball should 
be cut from the list and NO others 
added under any circumstances! 
This volleyball period could be 
used to far greater value by spread-
ing golf, tennis or swimming over 
the two half-periods, now taken up 
by volleyball alone. This would 
relieve the pressure tremendously. 
If necessary, basketball could be 
cut down to one-half time which 
is only in case of an absolute ne-
cessity. Other plans probably could 
be developed through an extensive 
study of the intramural program. 
The point is that the need of some 
change is imperative. Action upon 
it MUST be taken! 
Alumni Day on 
Saturday; Annual 
Commons Luncheon 
One of the highlights of Found-
ers' Week will be the Forty-Third 
Annual Alumni Luncheon meeting, 
a feature of Alumni Day, February 
22. 
Following registration at the 
Alumni Office in Pinehurst, and the 
dedication of the new Beal-Maltbii 
Shell Museum, alumni will repair to 
the College Commons for the 
nual get-together. 
Following the invocation by Dean 
E. C. Nance, the business meeting 
will be held, with Dr. Rex Beach 
'97, President of the Alumni Asso-
ciation, presiding. 
The introduction of the Toast-
master by President Beach will be 
followed by introduction of special 
guests and the speakers Richard 
Rodda, Jack McDowall and Dr. 
Hamilton Holt, after which the 
meeting will adjourn. 
Other featurs of Alumni Day in-
clude a band concert, the Alumni 
Memorial Vesper Service, the Gay 
Nineties Tea, Class and Group Re-
unions and the presentation of 
"First Lady" by the Rollins Student 
Players. 
The Phi Delts are still in the 
lead as the intramural basketball 
race draws to a close, but they were 
given several stiff shocks in the 
eek, as both the Independents 
d the X Club extended them to 
n. Johnny Green led the Inde-
pendents as they went down to 
defeat, 17-13, and Ed Amark spark-
ed the X Club in their close loss, 
22-16. 
ie K. A.'s apparently forfeited 
two games during the past week, 
to the X Club and the Independents, 
while the Lambda Chis took a real 
lacing from the Phi Delts early in 
the week 29-6, but came back to 
defeat the Independents in a thrjl-
17-15, as Wetherell dropped 
in during the last 50 seconds 
of play. 
Last night on the Rec Hall court, 
eir real basketball players, who 
the Lambda Chis displayed some of 
their real basketball players, who 
; been kept out of action 
through football. Bob Steinfelt and 
Blalock led their team to a 
46-23 win over the K. A.'s, who 
i sparked by Grady Ray, Dave 
Frazier and Red Han-is. 
St. Petersburg Team Goes 
Down Fighting, 54-51 
By Bill Justice 
Led by "Tiny" Phillips and Car-
row Tolson, the Rollins basketeers 
battled their way to a 54-51 vic-
tory over the St. Petersburg, Jr., 
College team in St. Petersburg, ! 
Saturday night. Phillips and Tol-
son display the best basketball the 
St. Petersburg fans have seen this 
season. It was practically impos-
sible for the Junior College boys 
to stop either of them from scor-
ing after they got up steam. Phil-
lips copped scoring honors for the 
night by scoring 22 points, but 
Tolson was a close second with 20 
points. "Tiny's" points were mostly 
scored by batting in rebounds from 
under the basket while Tolson's 
were the more spectacular long 
shots from the outer court. 
The Tars bounced away to a ten 
point lead before St. Petersburg 
got their long shots working and 
this lead gradually diminished. 
It was just as well for the Tars 
that the game ended when it did 
because St. Petersburg was in the 
midst of a rally and if they had 
more time they might have turned 
the tide. 
I t was Rollins second consecutive 
win and as we predicted last week 
the Tars are coming up. When all 
the new boys get used to the Adams 
offensive it won't take them long 
to bring their percentage up to 
.500 for the season. 
Rollins' B. Little Wins Mid-
Florida Tournament in Great 
Match; Gets Medalist Honors 
"TINY" PHILLIPS 
Hampered by a bad knee 
at the start, Tiny has come along 
fast and is again hitting the hoop 
for something like his 1940 average. 
Tars Head Into Final Weeks 
Of Winter Football Practice 
Tars Trail St. Cloud 
In Dingy Regatta; 
3 Races Postponed 
Rollins dingy team ran into tough 
sailing weather this Sunday, when 
they met a team from St. Cloud, in 
e Central Florida Dingy Confer-
ee Regatta. 
One race was run off out of 
groups of four that were supposed 
to have been completed, but owing 
to the light wind the remaining 
three in this series had to be post-
poned until a later date. 
On the strength of a first, a 
third and a sixth, St. Cloud leads 
the Tars by an 11 to 10 score, 
as the Rollins skippers placed sec-
ond, fourth and fifth. 
The Tars took the lead at the 
start of this race when Pitman 
jumped the fleet at the start but 
soon was engaged in a luffing 
match with two St. Cloud boats, 
which enabled Minor and Affleck 
of Rollins to take over the first 
and second positions which they 
held to the first marker. 
On the windward leg the Tars 
failed to take advantage of their 
lead by covering their opponents 
and chose to split tacks. Junie 
Reed, the star St. Cloud skipper 
took advantage of this split to 
open up a never-to-be challenged 
lead with Affleck trailing him close 
ly across the finish to get second 
place. 
Betz Upset By Doris 
Har t in Lauderdale 
Match, 6-2, 2-6, 4-6 
Young and plucky Doris Hart 
scored one of the major upsets of 
the tennis season in Florida, when 
she eliminated Pauline Betz, from 
the Fort Lauderdale tournament 
the semi-final round of play. 
Beating Bobbie at her own game, 
the 15 year old Miami girl, after 
dropping the first set, literally 
drove the Rollins star off the court 
with her brilliant baseline drives. 
Bobbie took the first set 6-2, 
but the Miami girl came back in 
the next set with a rush to win 
6-2. The last set was a hard fought 
battle every inch of the way but 
again Miss Hart was "hot" and 





Take First Races 
Of Crew Season 
Sigma Nu and L. C. A. Lose 
To Powerful Boats 
By Dave Low 
In the opening race of the 1941 
crew season yesterday, a powerful 
Phi Delt boat overwhelmed the Sig-
ma Nus by several lengths in the 
slow time of 3:56:2. The Phi Delts, 
with Grynkraut, bow, Minor, Be-
thea, Giantonio, and Bud Hoover, 
cox, took the lead at the outset and 
held it all the way to the finish. 
They consistently hit a thirty-six 
stroke in contrast to the Sigma Nus 
who started out at twenty-eight, 
pulled up to thirty then dropped 
back to twenty-four at the finish. 
The Sigma Nu boat had Farnsworth 
in the bow, Roosevelt, Putney, and 
Faile respectively at two, three and 
stroke, while Barnes coxed. 
In the second race, last year's 
champions the K. A.'s, proved their 
power by beating the Lambda Chi's 
in the time of 3:50. The Lambda 
Chi boat had Albert at bow, with 
Matthews, Kasten, Sedlmayr, and 
Crawford at cox. Off to a bad start, 
they had to be recalled to a new 
get-away. The K. A.'s were far bet-
ter and took the lead with a steady 
twenty-eight stroke to keep it 
throughout the race in spite of the 
fact that at one point the losers 
used the fastest stroke ever hit in a 
four man shell on this lake. 
The K. A. ci'ew has Waddell, bow; 
Reed, two; McHugh, three; Clan-
ton, stroke, and Haley, cox. It is a 
heavy favorite to win this year's 
crew championship and was certain-
ly the best of the four crews out on 
the lake today. The X Club crew is 
yet to be seen but from all reports 
it is supposed to be pretty good. 
Ed. Note: That last is pure propa-
gande. Low — The psychology of 
Terror! 
emerged the match victor taking 
this final set 6-4. 
Doris has been showing for 
long time that she was about ready 
to come through with an upset, as 
her play has been steadily im-
proving, while Bobbie is still feel-
ing the effects of her long layoff, 
McDowall Has Abundance of 
Green Material Rounding 
Into Shape 
New Men from Stetson 
Bolster Reserves 
As the Rollins Tars enter the last 
two weeks of winter football prac-
tice, the varsity starting eleven has 
been established and the men that 
lo find themselves the "chosen ones" 
will have ample reserve strength 
in readiness. 
When the 1940 season ended, 
eleven of the Rollins squad were to 
graduate in June. These men were 
the nucleus and power of the SIAA 
champions that Coaches McDowall 
and Waite have to replace when 
next fall rolls around. 
Winter football practice began OT 
January 8th with the returning var 
sity and freshman players report 
As the weeks progressed, im 
provement was noticed in leaps and 
bounds although there still lacked 
the element that makes Roll: 
teams smooth-clicking outfits. T 
hidden phase was helped consider-
ably by the enrollment of the five 
"disbanded" Stetson athletes. These 
men, two backs and three linesmen, 
filled in the gaps and gave Coach 
McDowall two teams of practically 
equal calibre with which to work. 
Even though September seems to 
be a long time off, to the coaches 
and the football players, the first 
game is just around the corner. The 
Tars, when they report to Asheville, 
N. C, the first of September, will 
have an abundance of material to 
work with. 
Ralph Chisholm and Joe White-
lonis, the surprise package of the 
practice sessions, will probably 
draw the starting assignments 
ends. Gus Koulouris at left tackle 
and "Tiny" Phillips on the opposite 
side of the line seem the best to 
support the flanks. The Orlando 
duet, "All-State" Grundler and 
Doyle Darnold, are the strongest, 
most aggressive guards. Pershing 
Scott, who is a demon on defense, 
may push these boys if the army 
doesn't get him. Buddy Bryson 
leads a versatile array of centers, 
and he will probably be the starting 
pivot man. Buddy plays a good 
guard game, too. 
The backfield seems established 
three positions — the spinner 
(Continued on page 5) 
Chick Beats Pugh 
Two-Up, to go to 
Golf Meet Finals 
Brillantly steady, unruffled play 
by Bill Chick Sunday afternoon 
resulted in an 18th hole victory over 
smashingly erratic Sam Pugh in the 
semi-finals of the intramural golf 
tournament. Chick, who had elim-
inated medalist Jack Myers in the 
second round, was even with Pugh 
at the 17th. Then, calm as an 
American Open veteran he blasted 
a tee shot down the middle, fol-
lowed with a beautiful run-on to 
take the hole. Steady stroking 
took the 18th from the nervous 
Sam. Chick will meet the winner 
of the Davis-Whiston match in the 
The quarter finals were finished 
Saturday afternoon in a series of 
whirlwind upsets with Chick, Pugh, 
Davis, and Whiston coming through 
on top. The fraternity champion-
hip determined in the first round 
vas copped by the Phi Delt team 
of House, Davis, and Bond with a 
total of 250. X Clubbers, Myers. 
Brankert, and Whiston.were run-
rs up with 253. 
Chick defeated Bill Victor 4-3. 
Victor had come to the quarter-
finals by polishing off Tom Casey. 
Pugh easily took Yopp 8-7, in the 
second round, but had a tough time 
th Bill House, finally taking him 
4-3. 
Bob Davis and Bob Whiston will 
be paired in the other half of the 
i-finals with the odds slightly 
favoring Davis. Davis beat Dick 
Kelly 5-4, in the second round and 
slipped by Manny Brankert 3-2, 
Whiston had a hard time with Peter 
Schoonmaker in the quarter-finals, 
but a series of long mid-shots gave 
him the victory in the last few 
holes. 
Tarlettes Beaten 
39-31 by Orlando 
School Basketeers 
Gloria Burke Scores Twenty-
jme Points for Losers Who 
Still Retain League Lead 
The Orlando High School toppled 
the league-leading Rollins Tarlettes 
last Wednesday evening a t the 
Armory in a game that was the 
spectator's delight. The short neat 
passing and baffling players' in-
terchange on the part of the school 
girls highlighted the co-eds' lack 
of thorough-going organization and 
turned the score in their favor 
39-31. 
Orlando led the entire game, 
Off to a fast start, they walked 
straight through the man-to-man 
defense to put in seven points be-
fore Rollins made a tally. With 
the inspiration of an initial lead, 
the high school continued to hold 
their own when Dot Hugli changed 
from forward to guard. At the end 
of the first quarter the high school 
led 13-6. 
During the rest of the game thi 
Tarlettes tried vainly to repair 
the damage. Slowly working out 
a zone defense to break up the 
effective shifting of the young las 
sies netted no returns as Hazel 
Roberston of OHS took advantagi 
of the freedom and spotted several 
baskets from up-floor. At the end 
of the third quarter Rollins still 
trailed five tallies behind their op-
ponents. 
In the final period little was 
done to amend the situation as 
two teams took turns in putting 
the ball through the nets. The final 
score stood High School 39, Rol-
lins 31. 
Gloria Burke carried the offens-
ive burden for the Tarlettes scoring 
21 points, as did Hazel Robertson 
for the winners. Janie May Stokley 
and Barbara Brock filled the other 
forward posts most of the time. 
Lolly Phillips, Elsa Jensen, Jane 
Haggerty and Dot Hugh composed 
the defense. 
This defeat at the hands of the 
high school put a dent in the Tar-
lettes hope of defending their city 
title without a blemish. 
The co-eds meet the Miller Ma-
chine team for the second time to-
night in the Armory. At the mom-
ment the outcome is a toss-up for 
since taking the first encounter 
Rollins has lost Bobbie Betz from 
the squad. 
Frosh Co-ed Annexes Crown 
Won By Patty Berg in 1940 
Superb Putting Big 
Factor in Victory 
18-year-old Albert " B " Little, 
who took the Fourth Annual Mid-
Florida golf championship in a 
37th hole climax last Saturday, 
hails from Owensboro, Kentucky, 
in the bluegrass region. Looking 
back on her feat " B " says that a t 
the time of play she took it as it 
came like other tournaments; but, 
now that it is over and she can gaze 
at the big trophy sitting in her 
room at Cloverleaf, she wonders 
at her own nonchalance. 
Miss Little has been following 
the ball over the courses for six 
year now. She took the game seri-
ously after an ordinary casual stab 
at it because she like it. At Owens-
boro, she worked on her game under 
the local pro, Reese Morgan. In 
ber home state she twice won the 
Western Kentucky championship, 
in 1937 and 1938. The next two 
years she captured the Kentucky 
State championship. The recent tri-
umph was gained against the stiff-
est competition she has ever faced 
as the Mid-Florida contest attracts 
widespread response from topflight 
golfers all over the country. 
Conceded the possibility of reach-
ing the quarter-finals in advance 
publicity on tlie tourney, " B " broke 
through with an 81, eight over par 
to capture medallist honors in the 
qualifying round played Tuesday. 
In the first round of match play 
she had no trouble taking an easy 
5-4 decision over Mrs. Helen B. 
Clark of Washington, D. C. 
The quarter-finals match played 
against Mrs. Jackie Fuller of Or-
lando, proved another easy 3 to 2, 
victory as the Rollins co-ed blazed 
through the front nine of the course 
in a low 38. The semi-final round 
on Friday pushed "B" to her best 
brand of golf. Playing against 
(Continued on page 5) 
Anne O'Hare McCormick, New 
York Times, Commentator who will 
speak here Sunday on the Animated 
Magazine. 
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RITA COSTELLO 
Rollins' Basketball Future 
The Rollins basketball team has fallen into evil days this 
season, with only one victory out of the entrie season's 
schedule to date. Interest in the team among students seems 
to have fallen to a low ebb, which is a typical example of the 
fickleness of the sports-minded public. 
There are several salient reasons why practically the same 
team that finished high in the state last year finds it diffi-
cult to get going in 1941. Lack of competent reserves is 
a big element, for all of the promising freshmen who star-
red in intramural contests last year are out at Harper-
Shepherd field every day, and a varsity basketball squad 
of only seven or eight men is not sufficient. Often Coach 
Adams has a hard job getting enough men to have a scrim-
mage workout. 
On top of this, unavoidable circumstances made it impos-
sible for Doc to get in the regular early-season grooming, 
and injuries and illnesses have plagued the team at every 
hand. Given a few breaks, the team might have pulled 
through in fine style, but as it stands now we think Rollins 
had best either decide to have a real basketball team or give 
up the sport entirely. Recent developments have shown a 
wholly undesirable attitude on the part of certain squad 
members. Anything worth doing at all is worth doing right. 
There can be little doubt as to the earnestness and ability 
of Coach Adams, who produced a fine team with very little to 
work with last year, but no coach can produce a winning out-
fit unless he has material to work with, and under the present 
set-up, it just isn't forthcoming. At least five men are now 
playing intramural basketball who should be varsity candi-
dates. 
Although early season games were fairly well attended, 
current contests are drawing practically no crowds at all 
When Rollins beat Southern last week there were less than 
fifteen students present. And that leads into the question 
of scheduling Rollins games in the Orlando gym. We admit 
that the High School floor is better and more people can be 
accommodated, but the disadvantages are also numerous. 
Every team has a right to expect to play some games on 
familiar grounds, and the Tar basketball team should not 
differ in this respect. Yet the Tars usually practice most 
of the week on the smaller Rec Hall court and then play their 
games on the comparatively unfamiliar high school floor 
As a result, many of the players, accustomed to the heights, 
lighting and distances at Rec Hall, find it impossible to "get 
their eye" in Orlando games. 
Finally, we believe the students as a whole would greatly 
prefer to have the games played here on the campus. Many 
of them don't have cars to get to the Orlando gym and be-
grudge the extra hour it takes to make the trip. Any team 
plays better with someone rooting for it, and student support 
this year has been conspicuous by its absence. 
It is not within our province to recommend any one course 
of action. Here is the situation. What can be done about it ? 
BIOGRAPHICAL BRIEFS ON ANIMATED MAGAZINE CONTRIBUTORS 
The Inquiring Reporter 
By Charlotte Stout 
"What did you think of the Theta Alpha Phi Film Series? Will you 
subscribe to the next one?" 
Rod MacArthur: "That Hedy Lamar, hum, she has something." 
Jimmy Niver: "Yes. I'll subscribe. I like to see the old films that I 
missed." 
Smokey Sholley: "Yes. Some of them were good and some of them 
were so bad that if they have any more I'll refuse to cooperate." 
Paul Haley: "Yes. Interesting as a history of movies, but that 's all." 
Sue Turner: "They can have the next one. Didn't like all the choices of 
movies." 
Jack Liberman: "I'm No. 3 on the list already. Enjoyed them very 
much. I'd be willing to pay $2 for any series of that kind." 
Bill Affleck: "I thought it was darn fine—good for a lot of laughs." 
Fanny Montgomery: "I have already. I think its wonderful." 
Bob Burns: "Good, but don't quote me." 
Dudley Darling: "Yes. But after Intolerance my Sunday evenings wil! 
never be the same again — I was shattered." "When's Ecstasy 
coming?" 
Barbara Brown: "Well, I did think there was a little too much sex 
in it." 
Phil Reed: "I think they're wonderful. When's the second set coming?" 
In The Editor's Mail Bag 
I should like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank the Student Body 
for their whole-hearted cooperation 
and thrilling spirit of enthusiastic 
support in helping to make the 
Gypsy Fiesta such a success. I t 
would have been utterly impossible 
without your able assistance. The 
parade, the tent with its gay fenc-
ing, golf, tennis, archery, folk 
and modern dancing, the ar t exhibit 
and style show, the supper, minstrel 
show, and dance are vivid pictures 
which are indelibly cut in the mem-
ory of one of the most interesting 
days in my life. 
Thank you one and all for the 
indefatigable efforts which it was 
a joy to witness. Dr. Holt could-
n't help but be proud of such a 
group of academic sons and daugh-
ters, and I am grateful to you be-
yond measure. If there ever is 
anything I can do for any one of 
you, don't hesitate to come to me, 
and if humanly possible it would 
give me great pleasure to return 
in some small way my indebtedness 
to you. 
By Isabel Green 
Fiesta Chairman 
SPESSARD L. HOLLAND, GOV-
ERNOR OF THE STATE OF 
FLORIDA, climaxed a distinguished 
er in public affairs with his re-
cent election to the governorship 
of the state. A graduate of Emory 
University and the University of 
Florida, Governor Holland was a 
ember of the 24th Flying Squad-
m in France during the last World 
War and was awarded the Distin-
guished Service Cross by General 
John J. Pershing. He served as 
prosecuting attorney of Polk Coun-
n 1919, and was elected to the 
office of County Judge in 1920, serv-
eight years with distinction 
for tempering justice with mercy. 
Before the recent election, he had 
completed eight years service as 
State Senator. 
MAURICE MAETERLINCK, 
Belgian dramatist and poet, was 
born in Ghent on August 29, 1862. 
He came of an old Flemish family 
and had the medieval mystics in 
his blood, a fact which explains his 
strong leaning defined in his verse 
and dramas. Among his most fam-
ous works is "Pelleas et Melisande", 
the play which was set to music by 
Claude Debussy and performed for 
the first time as an opera at the 
Opera Comique in Paris. "Monna 
Vanna", produced in 1902, estab-
lishes Maeterlinck as a practical 
playwright but it was "The Blue 
Bird" which carried his name to all 
parts of the world. 
KATHARINE DAYTON, author 
and playwright, grew up in the 
writing seriously until a few years 
ago, when her articles began to ap-
pear in "Vanity Fair" and in the 
"Saturday Evening Post". She 
wrote a series of political satires, 
"Mrs. Democratic and Mrs. Repub-
lican", for the Post and it was 
while she was engaged in writing 
these political articles and short 
playlets that the idea for "First 
Lady" struck her. Written in col-
laboration with George Kaufman, 
the play proved to be the outstand-
ing comedy success of the year, 
with 246 performance to its credit. 
FAITH BALDWIN is one of the 
most popular contemporary novel-
ists and contributors of fiction to 
magazines. Her first novel, "Mavis 
of Green Hill", was published 
1921, and since that time more than 
a score of romantic novels have 
come from her pen, including such 
well-known titles as "Rich Girl, 
Poor Girl", "White Magic" and 
"Station Wagon." For her contri-
bution on the Animated Magazine 
this year, Miss Baldwin will read 
a condensed version of her newly 
published short story, "Bushfire." 
OSA JOHNSON, explorer, au-
thor and motion picture producer, 
has perhaps led the most thrilling 
and adventurous life of any Ameri 
can woman. As a young high 
school girl in Kansas, Mrs. John; 
literally married adenture, •< 
spent the next 27 years with her 
famous husband, Martin Johnson 
exploring the African jungles and 
the islands of the sea. Also well 
known for her achievements as an 
author, her publications include 
"Jungle Babies", "Camera Trails 
Africa", "Congorilla", "Over Afri-
can Jungles" and her auto-biog 
phy, "I Married Adventure". 
1937, following the tragic death of 
her husband in an airplane crash, 
Mrs. Johnson headed the Twentieth-
Century-Fox expedition into East 
Africa for the making of the mo-
tion picture "Stanley and Living-
stone". 
ANNE O'HARE McCORMICK, 
author of "The Hammer and the 
Scythe", and one of the best known 
and most influential women colum-
nists, will appear on the Animated 
Magazine this year as a distinguish-
ed representative from the field of 
journalism. Mrs. McCormick's daily 
column in the New York Times is 
widely read and quoted, due to 
her authoritative writing on vital 
topics of the day. 
JOSEPH C.UNCQLM 
JOSEPH C. LINCOLN, who was 
one of the earliest contributors to 
the Animated Magazine, will re-
turn to the "table of contents" af-
ter an absence of two years. The 
author of many Cape Cod stories, 
Mr. Lincoln's books include "Cape 
Cod Ballads", "Partners of the 
Tide", "Fair Harbor", "Rugged 
Water", "All Alongshore", "Storm 
Signals", and "Blowing Clear." In 
1935, Rollins conferred upon the 
distinguished novelist the honorary 
degree of Doctor of Letters. 
C_EU 
MARJORIE KINNAN RAWL 
INGS, one of the notable contribu 
tors to former issues of the Ani-
mated Magazine, is the most popu-
lar novelist now using the Florida 
scene as a background for stories. 
Her latest published novel, "The 
Yearling", was one of the best sell-
ers of recent years and was award-
ed the Pulitzer Prize in 1939 for the 
outstanding novel of the year. At 
the present time, "The Yearling" is 
being filmed for motion pictures at 
Ocala. Previous to winning the 
coveted Pulitzer Prize, Mrs. Rawl-
ings had been awarded the O. Henry 
Memorial Prize for the best short 
story published in any American 
magazine during 1933. Her other 
novels, "South Moon Under" and 
"Golden Apples", have been best 
sellers in their time. 
MAUDE HOWE ELLIOTT, the 
famous daughter of Julia Ward 
Howe, is the author of a long list 
of books which include a biography 
of her mother, written in collabora-
tion with Laura E. Richards bio-
graphy of the year. Mrs. Elliott 
has received the Decoration of the 
Golden Cross of the Redeemer from 
the Greek Government, and is 
honorary president of the Society 
of the Four Arts of Palm Beach. 
Among her other publications are 
"Sun and Shadow in Spain", "Roma 
Beata", and "Three Generations.' 
REX BEACH, noted novelist and 
president of the Rollins Alumn 
Association, will return to the Ani 
mated Magazine this year to read a 
chapter from his autobiography 
"Personal Exposures", soon to be 
published. Mr. Beach's literary 
career brought him fame in 1905, 
when he wrote a novel about life 
in Alaska, called "Pardners." The 
next year he followed this first 
triumph with "The Spoilers" which 
put him in the front rank of Ameri-
can writers. Other novels of life 
in the Klondike followed, bringing 
him repeated successes as a novel-
ist. 
"COL. CLOUDBURST", humor-
ous columnist of the Orlando Morn-
ing Sentinel, will contribute the 
"page of humor" to the Animated 
Magazine. Thousands of readers 
of the Orlando newspaper have long 
been entertained by the witty and 
wise remarks of this mysterious 
Southern gentlemen, whose identi-
ty is concealed under the nom de 
plume of "Col. Cloudburst." 
ARCHDUKE OTTO OF AUS-
TRIA was born on Novmber 20, 
1912, in Reichenau, near Vienna, in 
Austria. He is the eldest son of 
Emperor Charles of Austria, King 
of Hungary, Bohemia, etc., and of 
Princess Zita of Bourbon-Parma, 
Empress of Austria. The heir to 
the thrones of Austria and Hun-
gary, the Archduke Otto has been 
exiled from his country since 1922, 
living in Switzerland, Spain, Paris, 
and in Belgium where he attended 
Louvain University and received 
the degree of Doctor of Political and 
Social Sciences. Archduke Otto was 
in Paris until two days before the 
German occupied the city. He ar-
rived in New York City in July for 
his second visit to the United States. 
ROBERT OSCEOLA, a direct de-
scendant of the famed Chief of the 
Seminoles, will appear on the Ani-
mated Magazine this year as a re-
presentative of his tribe. Appear-
be colorful costume of his 
will speak in the Seminole 
; and his remarks will be 
translated by Stanley Hanson, as-
sistant to the U. S. Commissioner 
to the Seminoles. Robert Osceola 
a group of more than 
700 Seminoles, who still reside deep 
Everglades of Florida. While 
they have been left largely alone 
to continue their primitive exis-
tence in palmetto thatched pagoda 
huts, their struggle for existence 
and self-preservation is a tragic 
and heroic story. 
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT 
By Pete Crawford 
Due to the late turn in current 
events and certain correspond 
from Uncle Sam regarding the 
draft it seems only wise to consider 
my will. To my fraternity broth-
ers, the following is to be delivered 
on my death: To Carrow Tolson, 
one full length mirror so he will 
have the satisfaction of seeing him-
self as others see him. To Bud 
Albert, the ability to tell a joke sc 
that he may be laughed with, not at, 
To Bob Matthews, a race-winning 
speed boat and a profile like Dud-
ley Darling's. To Ed Weinberg, 
twenty pounds so that he may live 
through next year's football season, 
To Buddy Bryson, Norine Farr. To 
Press Wetherell, one more. To Carl 
Sedlmayr, Gargantua and a dog 
leash. To Ed Acree? To Don 
Cram, ten pounds of potassium 
anide, ten pounds of gun powder, 
one match, and a chem. lab. 
Fearless Fred, a bathing suit. 
Dick Kelly, the Editorship of the 
New York Times. To Dud Darling, 
the theatre. To Bill Royall, a little 
genuine sophistication and a pair of 
hip-boots. To Sammy Pugh, a new 
set of golf clubs and the return of 
his golf balls. To Jim Blalock, 
dead bird. To Cyrano Bowes, a n 
lion dollars and an automobile. 
Professor Weinberg, twenty-four 
inches, to be added as desired. To 
Dr. Melcher, an accounting student. 
To Doctor Waddington, Don Cram. 
To Professor Harris, an English de-
partment. To Professor Honaas, 
Wetherell's voice. (We don't want 
it.) 
ALONG FRATERNITY ROW 
THE HOUSE THAT NUTS BUILT 
By Don the Crackpot 
Nothing much new this week— 
Jack Sharp is crazy — Butch En-
quist is crazy — Bob Ruse has sun-
stroke — Murphy had his gall 
bladder removed. Roosevelt had his 
hair removed — above the water-
line. Farnsworth has stopped talk-
Mrs. Brown sings light opera 
he shower. Campbell lost his 
voice so he didn't get to sing when 
he took his shower last month. 
Everybody's crazy. Kelly is crazy. 
Rauscher and Collins have part 
time jobs at the Winter Training. technique need a redoing? 
quarters. There seem to be a SEEN OFF THE RECORD: 
slump in the baboon market, so | Nin Bond tearing back to Tampa 
Mr. Ringling felt sorry for the l to take his new flame to the State 
dears. Esso has a new dress. Ginny Fair — and Lou Bethea heading in 
needs a new one. Dana is in love. I that general direction to escape a 
Muirhead has a new pin and Prat t 
a new gleam in his button-liki 
eyes. Hank Swan is simple. Kelly 
is crazy. Betty Lamb wears 
bans because she hasn't a hair 
left on her head. Barnes and Betty 
Scott are married. Jules has ele-
phantiasis of the ear-lobes. Kelly 
is crazy. The Theta hay ride was 
colossal except for Ruth, Murphy, 
Pratt, Farnsworth and Ruse and the 
beer. Putney and Puss are married. 
Carole Robertson is as nutty as a 
fruitcake. The Sigma Nu House 
was once the slave quarters of a 
wealthy button manufacturer from 
Hyannisport. Kelly is cracked. 
We hate everyone and we'll be six 
next November and we're a damn 
smooth bunch and we're crazy and 
so is Kelly. And furthermore, 
Deans Anderson and Enyart are a 
little coocoo. Excuse me I 
hear a rhapsody. 
(Ed. Note: To prove Mr. Mur-
phy's reiterated appraisal of our 
mentality, we went so far as to 
print this column uncensored.) 
PHI POODLE 
By Tank 
With the intramural season 
full swing, everyone is finding very 
little time for anything but at' 
tempting to gain points toward thi 
coveted Gary Cup. Our basket-
bailers are still on top and have yet 
to taste defeat. But our golfers — 
well, let us just say, "There's 
ways next year." The second round 
proved disastrous for Bill Ho 
Bond, and Bill Victor, all being 
eliminated in close matches. Only 
Bob Davis, defending champion, re 
mains in the race. And then there 
is our crew, which seems to be 
shaping up into a winning outfit, in 
spite of the pessimism of the Gloo-
my Greek. 
The story of the week revolves 
around a week-end triangle which 
sprung up namely Mac, Kay, 
and — Flossie. It has been rumored 
that Adam La Zonga Fleeger was 
giving lessons on how to pitch the 
old you-know-what Phi Delt style. 
McFoo, doesn't your own infallible 
thirty-day sentence in the "jug"; 
Bob Myers and Lolly walking home 
after their battery went dead! 
(radios have a habit of doing that 
when the motor's not running). 
That's all for now. Sorry some 
of you people don't appreciate a cer-
tain canary-colored job parked in 
front of the house — can't please 
everyone, ya know! 
K. Kapers 
Many things can happen ii 
week. You can remember little 
cidents, like Buckwalter on a motor-
cycle with two other guys —• that 's 
really funny. You can remember 
Paul Hailey putting water in the 
"Rose" during the entire Fiesta 
parade. You can remember Alden 
Manchester reading in Chapel. Re-
luctently, we recall our attendance 
to "Pygmalion" which we 
Deland. Happily, we recall 
turn. Piteously, we remember 1000 
suckers who aped each other into 
the movies to see "the ape" 
Fortunately, we hear Sellman 
plays his drums and Bills pound the 
piano. With a horrible chill 
Blackwood play perfect pool. With 
a sickening 
Man" Corwin, Phil Reed, and Pete 
Boulton in their cowboy hats 
With clicking of teeth and inm 
erable shutters, we go out to c: 
under Mel Clanton's dominating 
whip, a t six o'clock in the morning 
Lest we forget, thank God we can! 
X CLUB EXCERPTS 
Not daring to let this week's col-
umn get into anyone else's hands, 
yours truly will attempt to por-
tray the goings and comings of the 
various Clubbers in a manner as 
brief and to the point as possible. 
Accordingly, we may say that the 
Fiesta is over and all thoughts of 
bingo are put away in John Myers' 
room for another year. We had a 
"float" in the parade for which the 
credit goes to Stinky Pitman who 
dreamed up the idea while doing his 
yogi exercises in Harper's back 
room one night. Cut glass ear-
muffs for the best characterization 
on the truck go to Destiny's Tot, 
young Abe Lincoln Low, who still 
has a crease in his back from 
"keeping that damned p r iwy from 
falling overboard 
us tent, we oozed down to that 
mouldy mortuary laughingly known 
as "Rec Hall" wherein took place a 
dance of the first magnitude, punc-
tuated here and there by several 
reconciliation scenes and Wyndham 
Hayward, Winter Park's self-
styled little information fount. 
Noticeably absent from the first 
part of said fracas was "God-how-
I-get-kicked-around" Ballinger who 
later arrived on the shoulder of 
Eddie Alloo. Eventually, however, 
S. P. OMENS 
Our long hoped-for and eagerly 
awaited initiation ceremony final-
ly took place last week. We are 
glod to have the following new ac-
tives in our midst: John Newmark, 
Edward Lott, Clayton Grimstad, 
Lamar Simmons, and Jerry Knight. 
All these men are now fully quali-
fied to assist in wielding the club 
over the five remaining pledges. 
This, in itself, by the way might 
have been sufficient reason for 
initiation in view of the frighten-
-1 Amark took time enough off from i n £ c o n duc t of some of those five 
chewing a plank out of the side P l e d S e s — hut it wasn't. Fortunate-
of the building to fix things all up} ^ o r otherwise, some little things 
again and the reunited couple was j c a l 1 n o n o r points and black marks 
seen to depart together in a cloud a l s o figured in the case — didn't 
of "I'm sorrys" soon after the last they> fellows ? 
drumbeat had sounded. (Note: 
Fearing that he would enrich our 
lives beyond our feeble capacity to 
repay Robert F . Whiston did not 
attend.) 
Now that Paul Meredith has 
stopped crying "wolf" and Bran 
kert's valentines have been appro 
priately disposed of we feel that 
we may once more be seen talking 
to most any of the campus' more 
lush druids without having the 
F. B. I hear about it. 
Speaking of the gross inadequa 
cies of the human race, how did it 
happen that young Bobbie "She-i 
NOT-an-Indian" Whiston failed to 
report at the Club Saturday night 
— for sleeping purposes or any-
thing else? Must've felt lovely 
Sunday — or was it Monday? Now 
that we think of it that wasn't a bad 
idea, fouling out of the game in the 
first fifteen minutes in order to get 
away early. What won't that fer-
tile brain conjure up next — Ah me! 
Sunday saw the more salty of the 
Clubbres sailing on Lake Ivanhoe 
in the interests of the College. 
Guess the least said about it the 
better right now, but there'll be an-
other day! And now, before some-
one decides to pass among us with 
a baseball bat we will close this 
thing up for the week, but not be 
fore asking just what it was that 
Rutch Rodda and Sue Turner were 
cooking up in the Club kitchen Sun-
day afternoon? One thing is cer-
tain — t'wasn't hay, brother, 
t'wasn't HAY! — Also, what was 
Eddie Alloo doing on the third 
floor of the Kappa house Sunday 
Following the nightmare in the |P- M. Great kidder, that boy! 
,Some of the Delta Chi's were down 
from Gainesville this week-end. 
Newmark and Brewster seem to 
have done most of the entertaining, 
judging from rare bits of conver-
sation picked up hither and yon. 
Just what actually went op ia 
unknown by this colunist at present 
— but in due time, I dare say i t 
will leak out. 
Some of the S. P. O.'s have been 
jogging around the country since 
our last writing. Fowler attended 
a Methodist Conference a t South-
ern College a while back; a t least, 
that 's what he called it — he in-
sisted on going alone, though, so 
there is some doubt as to the 
authenticity of his ramblings. Se-
bring was very much honored with 
the presence of our secretary over 
the past week-end. Grimstad went 
somewhere with a car-load of people 
recently — and came back the 
next day — all of which was un-
usual, considering that the people 
were from Clermont, and especially 
considering that it was Grimstad. 
Walters has, of course, been mak-
ing his usual visits to that grave-
yard with a traffic light in it 
known as Clermont — that is, if 
you have a large may of Lake 
County and a larger microscope to 
find the dot with. And, oh yes, 
Newmark visited in Orlando Sun-
day. The poor chap has been having 
hallucinations lately — goes around 
mumbling something about "infini-
ty" and "nothing is something" — 
all, quite irrational. This is only 
mid-year; by June, John should be 
well advanced in his chosen field of 
mental neuropathy. 
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oreandRitch 
aw Acclaim in 
tculty Concert 
list and Contralto Soloist 
Delight Audience 
By Daphne Takach 
Lgt Wednesday evening in the 
Ke Russell Theatre, the Conser-
Ljy of Music presented the third 
|ert in the Faculty Concert 
Ls, The artists were Miss Helen 
Ue. pianist, and Miss Mabel 
rfi Contralto. John Carter ac-
foanied Miss Ritch at the piano, 
h his accustomed efficiency and 
rough musical understanding. 
|jSs Ritch opened the program 
f the difficult cycle of Mah! 
© Rollins' B. Little 
(Continued from Page 3) 
fa: "Lieder eines fahrenden 
lellen" or "Songs of a Wander-
' These rather autobiographical 
gs for which Mahler wrote both 
words and the music, were 
finally scored for baritone and 
Lstra. For this reason the ac-
maniment often seems unsuited 
the piano. Mahler's desire to 
ome a great creative artist has 
n realized in his songs far more 
11 in his too-lengthly symphon-
Miss Ritch more than over-
le the effects of recent illness, 
gave a fine interpretation to 
je songs. 
he C Minor Partita by Bach, 
l Miss Moore's first contribu-
j to the program. This suite is 
(posed of six dance pieces, open-
with a "Symphonie" in the 
L of the French overture, fol-
.(1 by the Allemande, Courante, 
lately Sarabande, a capricious 
|Ieau, and the spirited contra-
tal Caprice. Miss Moore's per 
'ance showed her complete 
/ledge of the difficulties of this 
i and the thoughful care she 
fciven to its preparation. 
<_>s Ritch's second group opened 
] L'Invitation au voyage" and 
Mary Agnes Wall of Michigan, 
she went one-up on the first hole. 
Mrs. Wall fought it out to make 
it one-up in her favor on the fifth 
when Miss Little's putting touch 
deserted her for the time. By 
the eighth, she regained her lead, 
which she held to the end taking 
the round 5 to 3. 
The finals played on Saturday 
afternoon was one of the greatest 
finals ever seen. The golfers were 
evenely matched and the decision 
went to the 37th hole. Ahead com-
ing on to the 18th green, Miss Little 
muffed a 2 foot putt that enabled 
her opponent, Mrs. Laddie White-
head to draw even. On the extra 
hole both players teed off well. 
Mrs. Whitehead's second shot went 
wide of the green, while "B" put 
hers up on the carpet. Her next 
shot put her ball within inches of 
the cup and she sunk it on the 
4th stroke. Mrs. Whitehead's third 
stroke put her on the green, but 
her fourth, the putt, fell short and 
the match was over in favor of 
Miss Little, one-up. 
Besides the beautiful champion-
ship trophy, "B" won champion-
ship flight honors and medalist 
Studio Club To 
Meet Thursday 
The Studio Club will meet to-
morrow evening. Featured guest 
will be Tom Casey, who will 
writj. while others illustrate. 
This spectacular collaboration, 
commenced a fortnight ago, is 
scheduled to be completed by 
ten o'clock when all parts will 
be synchronized in a formal 
showing. 
• Film Series 
(Continued from Page 1) 
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GEORGE TOBIAS 
"Le Manoir de Rosemonde", two 
songs by Henri Duparc, one of 
Franck's most gifted pupils. These 
were followed by "Non Piu" and 
"Canto di Primavera" by the mod-
ern Italian composer, Pietro Cim-
ara, who is now a coach at the 
Metropolitan Opera. 
Miss Moore played the two Novel-
lettes by the modern French com-
poser, Poulenc, with pleasure and 
confidence. These two contrasting 
little pieces are quite worthy of 
their name, and the second of the 
two is quite representative of the 
composer's style. Miss Mooj"e dis-
played her technical mastery of 
the keyboard in the typical Liszt 
transcriptions of two Italian tunes, 
"Gondoliera" and "Taranftelle" 
from "Venezia e Napoli." 
For her last group Miss Ritch 
chose songs by two famous Russian 
composers. "Death the Commander" 
is a dramatic song from the rather 
morbid cycle "Songs of Death" by 
Mussorgsky and is a strong con-
trast to the second selection of the 
same composer — "Songs of 
Khivria" from the opera, "The 
Fair of Sorotchinsk." Two Rach-
maninoff songs closed the concert: 
"To the Children" and "Floods of 
Spring", the latter noted for its 
which for sheer excitement and 
beauty has never been excelled; 
Lillian Gish in both The Birth of 
a Nation, and Way Down E a s t 
two films which are continuously 
discussed and praised today; and 
Emil Jannings in the famous The 
Last Laugh. Among the directors 
Frank Lloyd won an Academy 
Award for his direction of Noel 
Coward's famous Cavalcade. Tod 
Browning is regarded as one of the 
masters of suspense and horror. 
He directed Lon Chaney and Victor 
McLaglen in The Unholy Tree. 
Rene Clair, who directed The Ital-
ian Straw Hat is considered one 
of the greatest directors of comedy. 
He is now in Hollywood directing 
Marlene Dietrich in The Flame of 
New Orleans. D. W. Griffith's 
name will always head any list of 
famous directors. The incongru-
ous part of his career is that when 
he started The Birth of a Nation, 
he felt little respect for the motion 
picture. When he saw the scope 
and possibilities of this new medi-
um, he quickly changed his opin-
ions. Perhaps no other film has 
been more universally exhibited 
and created more heated arguments 
than this story of the Civil War 
and the Reconstruction Period. 
There is every type of film in-
cluded on this program. There 
is comedy, drama, melodrama, fan-
tasy, and tragedy. For entertain-
ment value it would be impossible 
to find eight programs which would 
offer more. 
• Founders' Week 
(Continued from Page 1) 
pianistic accompaniment, which Mr. 
Carter played beautifully. Through-
out the evening both Miss Ritch 
and Miss Moore delighted an ap-
preciative audience with their dig-
nity, charm and interesting inter-
pretations of a difficult selection of 
works. 
EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING, 
POLISHING, SIMONIZING 
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Campus Agents 
Orange Laundry 
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ous organist of the Mormon Tab-
ernacle in Salt Lake City, and Ruth 
Howell, talented dramatic soprano. 
Thursday's program will begin 
with a public lecture by Dr. John 
Martin on "The Policy of the U. S. 
as to the Western Hemisphere" 
at ten o'clock in the high school 
auditorium. 
The Rollins Student Players will 
take_ the spotlight on Thursday 
evening when they present their 
Founders' Week production of 
"First Lady", by George Kaufman 
and Katherine Dayton, to a first-
night audience at 8:15 in the Annie 
Russell Theatre. "First Lady" will 
also be presented on Friday and 
Saturday evenings. It was learned 
here yesterday that the final per-
formance of the play will be at-
tended by Miss Dayton, co-author 
of the popular comedy, who will be 
the honored guest of the evening. 
The board of trustees of the Col-
lege will meet at ten o'clock on 
Friday morning, and at 1:00 p. m. 
a luncheon will be held at the Coun-
try Club of Orlando, honoring Ed-
win Granberry, who has been elect-
ed to the Irving Bacheller Profes-
sorship of Creative Writing. 
At four o'clock on Friday after-
noon, the Annie Russell Theatre will 
be the scene of the 21st anniversary 
program of the Irving Bacheller 
Essay Contest in Florida History, 
when the six finalists in the con-
test deliver their orations form 
memory. 
Saturday will be devoted to ac-
tivities of returning alumni of the 
College and will also feature the 
dedication ceremony of the Beal-
Maltbie Shell Museum at 11:45 
o'clock. 
Dr. John R. Mott, noted Y. M. 
C. A. official, will deliver the ser-
mon at Founders' Week morning 
meditation in the Knowles Mem-
orial Chapel, at 9:45 a. m., on Sun-
day, February 23, and the Animated 
Magazine will "go to press" at 
2:30 p .m. 
Sunday's notable events will be 
closed with one of the season's most 
eagerly anticipated music treats, 
when Josef Hofmann, renowned 
pianist, is presented in concert at 
8:15 in the High School auditorium 
under the auspicies of the Annie 
Russell Series. 
Rollins will pay special tribute 
to its founders with a Founder's 
Day Convocation at ten o'clock 
Monday morning. The Archduke 
Otto of Austria, will present thi 
principal address of the program, 
and honorary degrees will be con-
ferred upon several outstanding 
men and women of attainments 
From four o'clock until six o'clock 
on Monday afternoon, a reception 
for parents of Rollins students will 
be held at the home of President 
Holt. 
Events for Tuesday, February 
25, include the Music Appreciation 
Hour at 2:50 p. m., in the Dyer 
Memorial, and an 8:15 concert by 
the Symphony Orchestra of Cen 
tral Florida, at Winter Park, in thi 
high school auditorium. Thursday': 
calendar announces Dr. Martin': 
weekly lecture and the opening of 
the sixth annual Bach Festival, 




Bach Festival Will Conclude 
Founders' Week Exercises 
• Organist of Mormon 
(Continued from Page 1) 
PET PEEVES 
By Catherin Colnon 
Dick Wesson—"Missing break-
fast and having to buy one." 
Janet Jones—"Right now — the 
horse I rode from Winter Park to 
Orlando." 
Pris Parker—"People that say 
brightly, 'Good Morning!' before 
breakfast." 
Ralph Harrington—"Having the 
Dean throw me in the lake before 
breakfast." 
Pat Pritchard—"Parts I can't 
play." 
Jenelle Wilhite—"Pepole who go 
steady!" (I'll hear from this!) 
Charlotte Stout—"People who 
gush!" 
Gordon Laughead—"I detest 
brainy students in my classes." 
Bill Chick—"The Ghastly San-
spur article." 
Franny Perrottet—"People who 
throw water on other people in 
parades!" 
Doris Cohen—"Ira Yopp, for the 
interest of Lambda Chis—I've never 
dated the . . . oh! well!" 
Phil Herman—"Waiting for my 
cue at rehearsals." 
Frank Bowes—"Inefficiency!" 
Natalie Rubin—"People w h o 
"bum" cigarettes." 
• Tars Head 
(Continued from Page 3} 
Aria from the Tenth Concerto 
Handel 
Piece Heroique Franck 
VOICE—Aria from Sapho — Oma 
Lyre Immortelle Gounod 
Black Roses Jean Sibelius 
The Lost Chord Sullivan 
At Parting (In Memorium) 
James H. Rogers 
The Clover MacDowell 
The Bluebell MacDowell 
ORGAN — Swing Low, Sweet 
Chariot Spiritual 
Lullaby and Prayer Bedell 
(Dedicate to Dr. Asper) 
Toccata from The Fifth Organ 
Symphony Widor 
back, Bill Justice; blocking back, 
Paul Meredith; and the right wing 
back, "Rabbit" Curry. The left 
wing back slot, with all first year 
men fighting for the position, will 
either see Earl Tyler or Sammy 
Pugh answering the opening whistle 
Quentin Bittle, who has been ham-
pered by a shoulder operation and 
appendicitis, can be counted on to 
blossom forth as a climax runner 
The most able replacements 
Red Harris, Billy Middlebrooks, 
James Blalock, and Bob Steinfeldt, 
at ends; Ollie Barker, Trammel 
Whittle and Floyd Jaggears 
tackles; Ed Acree, Ira Yopp, Tom-
my Knight, Billy Wharton, and Ed 
Friedson at guards; and Ronnie 
Green and Mervyn Thai at centers 
Backs come a dime a dozen for 
Coach McDowall. He has two 
crushing spinner backs besides Bill 
Justice in Grady Ray and Fredd 
Caldwell while Larry DaRiff will 
provide able relief for Paul Mere 
dith at blocking back. The right 
wing back reserves may push "Raib 
bit" Curry for his starting assign 
ment before the season is over. They 
are: Dave Frazier, Reedy Talton, 
and Monroe Griffin. Little Eddie 
Weinberg will be used as a climax 
runner in the other wing back po 
sition. 
The sudden epidemic of upset 
stomachs and liver complaints now 
sweeping the campus, is said to 
have its origin in the recently pur-
chased automobile of one Hank 
Minor, a heretofore normal young 
man. Come on, Hank, tell us that 
first coat peels off in the rai 
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soul who was convinced that he 
couldn't lose". Largest scale and 
most widely advertised concession 
the Bingo game, run by thi 
X Cluh, five members of which 
lost their vocal powers. The Kap> 
pas had one of the most novel 
booths — patrons took extreme de-
light in heaving missiles at those 
three boogey men, Hitler, Stalin 
and Mussolini — "The only chance 
you'll ever have to get even with 
n, folks!" 
Phil Reed and Bow-wow, look-
ing just elegant in their fancy 
riding clothes, entered into cut-
throat competition with their neigh 
bors, the SPO's. It is rumored 
that several thumbs were found 
der the Phi Delts' nail-driving 
ncession, though this might not 
be quite true. First booth to sell 
out was the Captain Kidd's Trea-
sure Chest, run by the Phi Mu: 
Lambda Chi Alpha assaulted 
patrons' stomachs with soda anc 
popsicles, safely esconsed in Bro 
ther Sedlwayr' tent. 
The cooperation of the faculty 
was heartening. Dean Cleveland 
left early in the evening, well stock 
ed with typical Fiesta goods. Deal 
Enyart, Dean Nance, Mr. Roney, 
and Mr. Granberry were others 
who were seen spectating and 
speculating. 
Coincident with the opening of 
the Midway were the activities ir 
the girls' dorms and the patios 
The Lucy Cross patio held one o: 
the inviting attractions of the Fi 
esta — a White Elephant Sale. Th( 
dancing groups entertained one oi 
the largest sized audiences of the 
day. Erika Heyder, of the folk 
dancing group, performed such 
intricate solo that ( 
worn out watching her. 
The various bridge games and 
teas were well-attended, as the Ph: 
Phi fashion show. The archery con-
cession proved attractive to Dean 
Enyart, and while doubting Toms 
ducked behind pillar and post, he 
calmly hit a bulls-eye. 
Latest reports say that the B 
ery served well over a thousand 
chicken dinners, and we hear that 
the food served was gen erously 
donated by the local merchants. 
At nine-thirty, attention centered 
around Rec Hall, where the Fiesta 
dance was held, yet some hearty 
souls stayed in the tent. 
This year's Fiesta WE 
plete success, for, as one person 
put it, there were "millions more 
people than in other years 
slight exaggeration which, 
theless, conveys the idea. 
Bach's B Minor Mass 
To Be Given In 
Entirety 
That music has become one of 
the principal cultural interests of 
Orlando and Winter Park is amply 
demonstrated by this season's rich 
program of musical attractions 
with its rapid succession of such 
famous artists as Jarmila Novotna, 
Jeanette McDonald, Artur Ruben-
stein, and Josef Hofmann, the con-
certs of the Symphony Orchestra of 
Central Florida, the recitals of the 
Rollins Conservatory Faculty pre-
senting vocal, chamber and organ 
c — all leading up to the im-
pressive Bach Festival at Knowles 
Memorial Chapel, Rollins College, 
Thursday and Friday, Feb. 27 
and 28, an event which brings na-
tional prestige to our community. 
Considering the magnitude of the 
musical forces taking part, the 
Bach Festival is not only the climax 
of the season musically, but it is of 
the highest value in educating our 
people in the study of the 
world's greatest choral music and 
training them so that they may par-
ticipate in its public performance. 
In fact, the festival is only made 
possible by the enlistment of 150 
local singers who are happy to give 
their time to rehearsing week after 
week preparing themselves to sing 
choruses that require just as much 
artistic interpretation and technical 
skill as the music assigned to the 
AMERICAN 
Launderers • Drycleaners 
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Phone 49 
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Behind the Bach Festival and 
well meriting recognition and ap-
preciation are the church choirs of 
Orlando and Winter Park where 
for many years the love of good 
ic has been developing. The 
choir of Rollins Chapel was the 
nucleus of the festival chorus and 
almost every church choir has con-
tributed its quota. The aspira-
tions of these young ambitious 
singers found a natural outgrowth 
the Bach Festival. Its success is 
tribute to their love of music and 
devotion to a high ideal, and defi-
nitely refutes the thoughtless ac-
cusation that Bach is music only 
for musical highbrows. 
This year's festival will again 
feature Bach's greatest work, the 
"B Minor Mass." Professor Chris-
topher O. Honaas is confident that 
the performance will show the im-
provement due to another year of 
study on this sublime masterpiece.. 
The organ accompaniment of Pro-
fessor Herman Siewert will again 
be supplemented by a small orches-
tra from the Curtis Institute of 
Philadelphia and Rollins Conserva-
tory. The instruments include the 
reeds and trumpets which Bach had 
in mind when he scored his work 
and they greatly heighten the dy-
namic effects and enrich the tonal 
color. 
Four Famous Soloists 
This year's festival soloists com-
prise four of the best known ora-
torio singers before the public-
Miss Rose Dirman, the soprano, 
won high praise for her recent re-
citals at Town Hall, and has become 
the outstanding oratorio soprano 
with societies and festivals. 
Miss Lydia Summers, the con-
tralto, who was one of the high-
lights of last year's festival here, 
will again sing the two beautiful 
arias in the mass, "Qui sedes ad 
detrain" and the "Agnus Dei" which 
Bach in his partiality for the con-
tralto voice wrote for it. Miss 
Summers won her audience in 
Knowles Memorial Chapel last year 
with her noble rendition of these 
arias. 
The tenor soloist, Harold Haugh 
of New York, has steadily risen in 
popular favor. He has been soloist 
with the Handel and Haydn Society 
and the Boston Symphony Orches-
tra, Toronto Bach Society, and 
Berkshire Musical Foundation. In 
April he will be heard in the Pitts-
burgh Bach Circle's performance of 
St. Matthews Passion. 
David Blair McCloskey, baritone, 
rejoins the Winter Park Festival 
as soloist for the third time. Mr. 
McCloskey has made a special study 
of Bach's music, and his reverential 
singing of his solos has been quite 
as noteworthy as the beauty of his 
deep, rich, basso cantante. 
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VtG(ff 
We think the Cham-
ber of Commerce ought 
to get a medal of s 
sort for the superb 
weather the day of the 
Fiesta. Remembering 
the agony of last year's 
rain and cold, it didn't 
seem possible that it 
was actually warm 
enough to model bath-
ing suits in the out-
doors on Thursday last. 
We understand the Pi 
Phi's collected a goodly 
number of shekels on 
their Fashion Show, and 
there was no reason 
why they shouldn't be-
cause the clothes mod-
eled were the newest 
and the cream of a 
varied crop. 
If you missed the show, you'll be happy to know that you can get 
some of them at Dickson-Ives now, anyhow, and in case you're wonder-
ing and if you aren't we '11 go back into our burrow (a la hedgehog) 
Gracia Tuttle wore a McBrantly linen, as yellow as a buttercup and 
twice as perky with its princess lines and heavy scroll-like embroidery 
on the deep hip-line pockets. With her red hair, it was wonderful, but 
it will be equally good for brunettes or blondes. Priscilla Parker proved 
that even though pinafores are not the rage they used to be, they're 
coming back strong in a modified form, minus shoulder ruffles. She 
modeled a blue and white print with a round-collar shirt. An added 
attraction was the pair of diminutive shorts underneath. 
Barbara Brown was perhaps the hit of the afternoon in her over-all 
like riding suit that is indicative of the Western influence we hear is 
taking the fashion circles. This was tricky because the pants were 
just below knee length, and cut in little slashes to give that dashy 
look. The bolero of the same heavy blue stuff was worn over a bright 
red and white checkered blouse which boasted full long sleeves caught 
at the wrist. 
There were many others . . . that little Hawaiian swim suit we de-
scribed several weeks ago . . . a red and white waffle-weave pique . . . 
a yellow and blue striped pinafore and more. 
With just the barest scent of spring in the breeze, despite the unpleas-
ant cold wind, bathing suits will be noticed soon. There are some very 
new ones on the Dickson-Ives second floor in the resort shop. One, 
made of stuff called Water-Velva, is red, white and blue and made 
with a small flared skirt and fitted bra top. Another which we liked 
even better was red and white pin striped corded lastex, and had also 
a small skirt. I t was very fitted in the waist and comes also in blue and 
white. 
For gals who like silk jersey . . . an interesting note is a new ship-
ment of blouses straight from California. They're made with short 
sleeves, have round gold buttons down the front, and come in white, 
pale blue and rich chocolate brown. And, pleasant surprise, they're' 
only $1.98 on the street floor. Another thing in the blouse line is 
the sweet and feminine batiste blouses, which make you look not like 
a saddle-shoed co-ed, but like one of those ads for Yardly's. 
For the femmes who prefer tailored shirts and like studs and match-
ing cuff-links, there's a whole counter of novelty sets. Especially in-
triguing were the signs of the Zodiac . . . Pices, Tarsus, etc., in minia-
ture in the colors of the birthstone of the particular month. So small 
you can hardly see them unless you look closely, and you'll want to 
when you see them! 
*D/e/cjon - Sues 
The Woman's Store 
Next Rollins Radio 
Broadcast Thursday 
The Rollins Radio Broadcast 
over Station WDBO, Thursday eve-
ning, February 20 will present the 
string ensemble of the Rollins Con-
servatory of Music under the direc-
tion of A. Kunrad Kvam. The pro-
gram will include the four move-
ments of "Eine Kleinewachtmusik", 
by Mozart and the last movement 
from "Concerto Grosso", by Corelli. 
Mr. Carter Bradford of the 
Orange County Chamber of Com-
merce, Rollins '24, will give a brief 
talk. 
There will be 40 seats available 
for those who wish to attend the 
broadcast in the Dyer Memorial 
Building. The doors of Dyer Mem-
orial will be open at 8:45 and will 
be closed at 9:20 sharp. 
S65.000 of the $200,000 Orange County Fund Dr: 
'OSED STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
i to be used to erect this handsome recreation center pus near Carnegie Hall. 
Tar Debaters in For Busy 
Season; Meet Erskine Next 
Girls to Participate in a Debate 
On Feb. 27 
Count Maurice Maeterlinck, 
author of "The Blue Bird," will 
speak here Sunday on The Animated 
Magazine. 
TICKTS admitting to a special 
reserved section of the ANIMATED 
MAGAZINE and to the FOUND-
ERS' DAY CONVOCATION may 
be obtained by the College only, 
without charge, at the Office of the 
Dean. Hours 10 to 12 and 1:30 to 
4 daily through Friday. Please note 
that the dead-line for these tickets 
is .Friday, February 21. 
SENIORS AND UPPER DIVI-
SION STUDENTS will march in 
the Founders' Day Academic Pro-
d should obtain CAPS 
d GOWNS on Thursday, Friday 
Saturday. 
Before an interested Florida 
Sanatorium audience last Monday, 
the subject, "Resolved that the 
Nations of the Western Hemis 
phere Form a More Permanent 
Union," was debated by _ students 
Joe Fribley and Bob Whiston. Op-
ponents were students of Wheaton 
College of Wheaton, Illinois. Car-
son Seavey officiated as chairman. 
This is only one in the many de-
bates engagements scheduled for 
the season by Dr. Harry Pierce, 
speech instructor. As practice for 
Rollins speakers, such engagements 
provide an audience, heighten en-
thusiasm, contribute to a mastery 
of fundamental speech require-
ments. 
Speaker, Joe Fribley, with Ever-
ett Farnsworth, was recently selec-
ted in an all-college competition to 
represent Rollins in a broadcast 
debate with Bates College students 
over station WOR, February 1st. 
Next' on the ledger are two de-
bates following-up an enlarging of 
the topic of a more permanent 
union. One, this coming Friday. 
against an Erskine College team, 
will feature Carson Seavey and 
Luis Hortel. Joe Fribley will act 
as chairman. The debate will be 
held at the Gladstone Apartments 
in Orlando. 
Another, planned for February 
27th, will be a girls debate. Girls 
from Spring Hill, Alabama, have 
been asked down to oppose the is-
sue. The meeting will be at the 
Orange Court. Dorothy Hugli and 
Dorothy Robinson will bandy words 
for Rollins. 
Inter-Racial Club 
Holds Meeting at 
Trowbridge Home 
Tomokan Photographer Takes 
Pictures; Budget Allots $90 
to Hungerford School 
The Interracial Club held a de-
lightful supper meeting at Pro-
fessor Trowbridge's home last Fri-
day night. The group, now embrac-
ing twenty members, is still grow-
ing from meeting to meeting as 
ing from meeting to meeting. A 
Tomokan photographer was there to 
snap some pictures of the members. 
Following supper and the pic-
tures, the club gathered informally 
in Trow's cozy living-room to "hash 
over" the business of the club. The 
finances, of course, were brought 
into the lime-light and it was de-
cided that the $120.00 fund would 
be divided as follows: 
Ninety dollars would go to the 
club's special project, the Hunger-
ford school; fifteen for children's 
books; ten for Bethune-Cookman 
College, and the remaining five is 
to be given to the Winter Park 
Grammar school. 
Dr. Clark told the group that on 
March 27, there was to be a con-
ference at Daytona, at which re-
presentatives from four negro col-
eges and two white colleges would 
-peak. The date for a visit to the 
Hungerford school has been set 
for the evening of February 27th 
and should prove stimulating. 
The following people attended 
this meeting: Dean Nance, Dr. 
France, Dr. Clark, Professor Trow-
bridge, Dwight Johnson, (presid-
ing) Peter Boulton, Jane Welsh, 
Ellen Chadwick, Dorothy Robinson, 
Call Fowler, Charles Gundelach, 
Peggy McLean, Patty Bernard, 
Ellen Gross, Sherry Lawes, Vir-
Behind the Curtains 
Good evening you greedy gossip 
hounds — just blood-thirsty boun-
ders wanting to know something 
juicy about someone else — Very 
well, if you can curb your "casual" 
curiosity long enough we'll give 
the curtain a good heave and you 
can rub your hands and lick your 
chops. Any resemblance to persons 
living or dead is really not coinci-
dental. Truth is jucier than fic-
tion. 
The curtain dropped last week 
with a rhetorical but very direct 
question — "Can you take it" ? 
Would like to peek inside and see 
who can't take it? 
Jenelle Wilhite from Bill C h i c k -
Bill Affleck from Sally Hammond 
or Phyl Baker — Dick Rodda from 
Bobby Betz, or Sue Turner — Bill 
House, Hank Minor, and most Phi 
Delts — Sigma Nus can! 
It is appalling how many things 
happen that people know nothing 
about — but should. Every male 
should know the shortcomings, idi-
ocyncrasies and previous affairs 
that the flitty fems of Rollins have 
had. One look behind the curtain 
will reveal a few. 
Pat Laursen has had a good deal 
of experience — she has made the 
all-too-frequent-mistake of brag-
ging about beaux. I t is so much 
easier, Pat, since you are handy 
with the shotgun . . . Quasimodo 
Morgan got quite a bit of inside 
information from Jeff Kennedy — 
Beware boys — Caroline Lewis 
ought to be more discreet about 
the things she leaves on the floor 
of her automobile . . . Be carefu. 
of Margot Lungren — she's dumb 
and harmless . . . Easy go-
ing, there, boys . . . Jeanne Dom-
ginia Cohrs, Suzane Willis, Pat 
Guillow, Dorothy Bundy and Her-
bert Searous. 
inick, tosses discretion to the winds 
— and well, ask Alloo! 
Foreign Affairs — Mr. J, p 
Sharp II, registered at a hotel in 
Birmingham, Alabama—Tiny Phil-
lips — missing for three days in 
Chicago, Illinois. Jess Gregg was 
seen in Daytona Beach! Walrus 
MacBriar knew a red-head in Wis. 
consin recently. Carl (Good?) in 
Washington, sans Hoover . . . Buck 
Johnson in Georgia, sans Nancy 
Locke. . . . 
Of course, when any curtain so 
raised, there are always those who 
enjoy — so wholeheartedly pushing 
their faces through the opening in 
order to be noticed — so too at 
Rollins College . . . Ed Morris — 
there are exterminators for pests, 
Frank Grynkraut tries so hard to 
be glamorous — perhaps that is 
why he befriended Bill Milner. Col-
lins just doesn't know any better 
— and a boy his age, tsk-tsk . ., 
Buxom, boisterous Barker—"Jeep", 
Fribley! Pull your face from the 
opening, Sonny — we get tired of 
seeing it. 
Again the curtain falls. Too 
bad, you gasping ghouls. If yoi 
are very-very good, little busy-
bodies — perhaps we'll write yon 
next week! 
Chesterfields are made 
With one aim in view... 
fo give you a 
Ihey hit the mark every time with smokers 
like yourself because people have learned they 
can count on Chesterfields to give them, without 
fail, a smoke that is MILD...not flat...not strong. 
{chesterfields are a pleasing smoke at all times 
because their COOLER, BETTER TASTE comes from the 
right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. 
VOU CANT BUV A BETTER CIGARETTE. 
hesterfield 
DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE T H A T ^ ^ ^ . I T'$ T H E $ M OKE RS C IG ARIT T l 
DICK SHAUGHNESSY, only National All-Gauge 
Skeet Champion to win the title twice, has held 
all the major skeet titles in the coun 
C H E S T E R F I E L D h o l d s a l l t h e 
titles for smoking pleasure...! 
MILDER, COOLER and BETTER-TASTING. 
If; tho cigarette that Satisfies. *¥rr*s 
T ^ V H 
